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Power  
failure
 
closes
 
garage,
 
sparks
 
concern
 
By 
Lisa Marie
 F. Areliano
 
Staff Writer 
Many 
campus 
commuters
 
came to 
school  
Thursday  
morn-
ing
 to find 
more  than 
the usual 
parking 
nightmare.  
The 
10th  
Street
 
Parking
 
Garage 
was closed
 because
 of a 
power
 
outage
 that
 occurred
 
Wednesday
 
afternoon,
 according
 
to Lt. 
Bruce 
Lowe 
of the 
University
 Police
 
Department.
 
"I 
was almost
 late for 
my 7:30 
class," 
junior Tam
 Nguyen
 said 
Thursday.  "I 
give 
myself
 just 
enough 
time to 
park
 at 10th,
 but 
this 
morning  I 
had to 
drive  all 
the way 
around San 
Fernando 
then 
San  Salvador 
to
 get to the 
other 
(Seventh
 Street) 
garage," 
he said. 
Lowe said a 
circuit 
breaker
 in 
the 
garage 
tripped,
 causing
 the 
lights to 
go out in the 
garage. 
"The 
lights
 were 
out  but we 
knew there 
was  still 
electricity
 
floating  
around
 there 
some-
where  
we just 
didn't  know 
where," 
Lowe said. 
"We didn't 
know
 what the
 extent of 
the  
danger was, 
so we had to 
shut
 
the garage 
down 
Wednesday
 
afternoon  
until 
we 
were  
sure
 
about 
the 
safety  of 
the 
garage."  
Lowe  
said
 that 
since 
cars 
were 
already  
parked 
in the 
garage  
when 
the  
power
 outage
 
occurred,
 all 
the  UPD 
could 
do
 at 
that
 point 
was  to 
prevent  
any  
more 
cars
 from 
going  in. 
However,  
Lowe  said 
inspec-
tors
 from 
Facilities  
Development
 
and 
Operations
 
immediately
 
found 
the 
defective  
circuit  
breaker.  
He said 
the 
defective
 
breaker 
did  not 
cause  any 
imme-
diate  
danger
 to 
those in 
the 
garage  
but
 security
 was a 
con-
cern 
because 
the lights
 were 
out.
 
Lowe 
said  the 
UPD 
dis-
patched 
a 
number
 of 
escorts 
Wednesday
 night
 to 
accompany
 
those 
whose  cars 
were 
parked  in 
the 
garage
 when
 the 
power  out-
age 
occurred.  
"It was 
scary 
walking
 back to 
my
 car 
yesterday  
(Wednesday)
 
afternoon
 because 
it was so 
dark 
in 
there," 
SJSU  
student
 
Denise
 
Sugimoto  
said.  "The 
lights were 
back 
on
 when I 
came  in at 
about 
10:15 
today 
(Thursday),  
but I 
guess  the 
garage  was 
still closed 
early this
 morning 
because 
I 
See 
Garage, 
page 3 
Up 
in 
the  
air,  
junior
 
birdman
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page  3 
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Moon
 Festival 
celebrates  
autumn
 
By Terri Thorp 
Staff Writer 
With the arrival of autumn 
comes the fifth
 annual Chinese 
Moon Festival
 Sunday. 
The Chinese Moon Festival is 
an outdoor event that will 
include music, 
dance, story-
telling and children's
 crafts. The 
festival will be held from 1-5 
p.m. Sunday at the Overfelt 
Gardens Park inside the 
Chinese Cultural Gardens. The 
park is located at 2145 McKee 
Road in San Jose. The theme of 
the garden is "under heaven, one 
family." 
According 
to
 Theresa 
Godines, a 
park ranger for the 
city of San Jose, the traditional
 
Moon 
Festival  is a time when 
families get together for a 
reunion meal to be 
eaten  under 
the full moon. The 
round shape 
of the moon to the Chinese cul-
ture means family reunion. The 
American  
style  
goes
 
By 
Shane  Lewis 
Senior Stiff
 Writer 
Poslin "Po" Zhou might just 
plant the seeds for an artistic
 
revolution
 with the publication 
of his new book on American 
ceramic  
artists.
 
"My book, 'American
 Ceramic 
Artists  
Today,' will 
be
 the first 
book in Chinese written about 
American  
ceramics to 
be pub-
lished in China," Zhou said. "I 
think
 
this book will make a 
great 
impact  on Chinese
 artists." 
The 
book 
discusses 
the works 
of 
50
 
different
 American 
ceramic 
artists
 
and has pictures 
of
 the 
works  
they
 
have  
done.  According 
to 
Zhou,  
this 
will  
give artists in 
China  
information
 on 
a wide 
range
 
of 
creative  and
 stylistic 
types
 
of
 
American  ceramic art. 
Zhou
 
was  
born in 
Shanghai, 
China,
 
in 
1953 
and
 came to the 
United
 
States  in 1989. Before 
coming
 to 
the
 America he was an 
art
 
designer
 for an arts and 
crafts
 
factory
 
in China for 
10 
years. 
"When
 
I came
 
here, it was a 
big 
shock
 for
 me. There was so 
much
 
freedom  
in American 
artists'
 
style
 and color," Thou 
name also reflects 
the moon 
cakes that are 
served  during the 
time of the
 festival. Moon cakes 
are cookie -shaped pastries with 
a variety 
of
 fillings. 
According to 
Godines,
 the 
time of a traditional 
moon festi-
11 
ly in 
September.  
There 
ate many children', 
fables 
related  
to the 
moon
 
test
 
val in China.
 There 
are  
shirk.):  
about  fairies and 
rabbits
 on illy 
moon. The 
tales end by telling 
the children they will he able 
to
 
The festival is 
for anyone who would like
 
to come. It 
promotes  cultural 
diversity.  
Pu 
thin, I own 
v011111(44
 
val or mid
-autumn  festival cen-
ters around the 15th day of the 
eighth  month of the
 lunar calen-
dar. 
The  exact date on the 
Western  calendar changes from 
year to 
year,  but is 
approximate -
ceramics
 
to 
China
 
said. "China has so much history 
in ceramics that the artists 
there have difficulty doing their 
own style. They treat ceramics 
as if they could only be arts and 
crafts and 
not  as an artform of 
its own." 
According to Stan Welsh
  
who 
helped  find artists 
for Zhou 
to use 
in his book and wrote
 the 
the
 book's preface  for a long 
time 
ceramics
 were considered 
just 
arts  and crafts in the United 
States. 
It was not until the '50s 
that
 the field of 
ceramics
 broke 
out of 
that
 mold and 
established
 
itself as 
an art form 
said
 Welsh, 
an 
associate professor
 of spatial 
arts 
and  Zhou's 
advisor. 
He
 
added
 that Zhou's
 book can 
have  
a 
similar
 effect 
in
 China. 
"Po's book 
will expose
 artists 
in
 China to 
the full 
potential  of 
ceramics
 as  a 
sculptural  
medi-
um and
 mainstream
 art. 
This
 
book 
opens 
the  door 
to make 
that possible,"
 Welsh 
said. 
Creative and 
artistic  expres-
sion 
is
 much more 
a risk in 
China,  
Welsh said,
 and he added
 the 
stakes
 are much 
higher there.
 
"Here, you
 can get 
drunk,  get 
a wild hair 
up your ass and
 then 
See Zhou, 
page  3 
see the fairy or 
the 
rabbit  the  
moon 
during 
the full
 ni 
ii it the 
mid
-autumn
 festival,
 
Ester 
Mar, 
president 
'it
 the
 
Chinese Campus
 
Fellou
 ship at 
San 
Jose 
State  
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or mid
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Polsin 
"Po" 
Zhou
 
is a San Jose State 
University  
grad'
 
rate
 
student  
and the 
author of 
"American 
Ceramic 
Artist
 Today," 
a honk about
 
American  ceramics
 written in 
Cliiiiese.  
Spartan
 
Army
 
marshals
 spirit 
Cecilia Aftelius Alm 
Spartan
 
sports bins v, It have 
something
 tiev,
 at garnes 
and 
meets 
to
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them
 
cheer  
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As a 
transfer
 student
 
limn 
University  of 
Califoinia
 
at 
Davis,
 Levers
 realized 
the 
S.ISI  
spirts
 program 
needed
 
some 
thilig to make 
crowds
 
biggi.r  
and
 
louder.
 Ile %vas a 
member
 it 
th( 11C DaVi,' tall girgailizatiii 
named 
Aggie  Pac. 
',In, 
Ii 
had .1 
membership
 of 
8,0ou  people 
With aonie financial 11(.11, 
from the 
Spartan 
thii 
Alii !!!!! 
Assucial
 ion mid 
th,. 
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pvers  
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.if the 
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Army
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then.
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Steinbeck
 
Center  
harbors
 
gold
 
mine
 
for
 
researchers
 
By Laurie 
Phillips
 
Sufi \X 
11111 
lie sports 
an
 impish 
grin,  his 
face 
literally  twisted
 and au 
irled  
with  broad strokes if 
color
 
The  
light
 fixed  on his eyes 
exposes
 
a 
dark 
intensity 
in
 them 
Without
 
a doubt,
 this is 
John
 Steinbeck
 
The Arts 
& 
Entertainment
 
channel
 thinks so 
it borrowed 
the 
painting
 for a 
biography  it 
plans
 to air 
next
 year. 
Requests  
like this 
one are
 
nothing 
new for
 the 
Martha 
Heasley  
Cox  Center
 
for 
Steinbeck
 Studies,
 an 
archive
 of 
the author's
 works, 
critiques 
and  
other 
materials
 
related  to 
his 
life. 
The 
center
 
houses
 
more
 
than  
:30,000
 items
 in 
all  - 
many  
rare
 
or
 
never  
before  
seen.  
Tucked
 away on 
the 
third 
floor
 
of
 
Wahlquist 
Library  
North 
11,, 
I coal..
 I ;4111 
Stop
 
14,i 
oitmilia
 
thin 
:Mow  
the  mill 
lit 
a life and 
won 
ks 
Foliniki 
N1:11111:1
 
Heasley
 
Cox. who 
establishial
 the
 
in 
Nil, to house 
the 
col 
lect Ions :it Sal) 
Sint, 
hi.Cali,i
 
it 
WaS flit. 
closiSt  
institution
 to 
Steinheck's
 
hometown  
it 
Militias 
Sillet' 
their,  a 
center 
has 
been
 
erected
 
in 
Salinas.
 but the 
S.ISU 
center's  
holdings  continm.  
to
 
attract
 
scholars, 
students
 and 
local 
com 
motility 
members. 
Curator  Jennifer
 
Smith  
said 
the center is 
the 
first
 stop 
for 
many  
networks  
seeking  
infor-
mation
 about 
Steinbeck,
 
includ-
ing 
CNN.  A841 
and  the 
BBC,
 
"Having
 the 
real 
manuscript
 
in 
front
 of 
von  is 
exciting
 
See Steinbeck.
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Stick
-figure
 
models,
 
actresses
 
pose
 
threat
 
to 
healthy
 
women
 
One
 thing
 that 
turns 
stomachs
 
like a 
mouthful  of 
sour  milk 
is an 
emaciat-
ed 
model  or 
actress 
star-
ing out 
from 
the  TV. 
Sure, 
the current
 fash-
ion 
trends  and 
style mon-
gers 
dictate  that 
women 
should
 look like 10
-year 
olds and 
anyone 
with 
chubby 
cheeks 
should
 be 
excluded 
from 
the 
Campbell's  
soup
 label, 
but I 
can't fathom
 any-
one 
finding 
skeletal, 
child -like
 
figures
 
appeal-
ing. 
These 
ladies 
are  so 
terrified  of 
being less 
than 
perfect  or 
even  the 
tiniest  bit 
fleshy that
 
they
 would 
risk  their 
health  and 
their lives 
to 
be 
skinny. 
Calista  
Flockhart
 of the 
new  hit TV 
series  
"Ally 
McBeal"
 is a 
scary  size 
one.
 Magazine
 
headlines  at 
the
 check-out 
line  scream 
she  is 
getting 
thinner   
possibly  the 
result of 
anorex-
ia.
 Just the 
image  you 
need
 as you're 
paying for 
a pint of mint 
chocolate chip.
 
The  effects 
are obvious
 for those
 who have
 
seen  the 
show.
 Each 
episode  her 
shoes  and 
head
 
look bigger 
and her 
body
 looks 
more
 like an 
Olsen
 twin than 
a full grown 
woman. 
Somewhere
 along 
the way the
 advice that
 all 
actresses  get 
has  been 
ingrained
 on her
 ever-
shrinking  brain: 
"TV  adds10 
pounds."
 
Come on.
 If she 
weren't
 on a hit 
show, any 
man  caught 
on
 a date 
with  her 
would  be 
dragged
 into court and
 charged as 
a pedophile. 
Most
 people like 
the show, its 
writing and 
even her character.
 Just look at 
its  ratings. But 
she  isn't doing 
herself  any favors 
by torturing 
and 
starving her 
body like the 
Holocaust did
 its 
victims
 during 
WWII.  
Another 
hollow
-faced, no
-muscle
-tone run-
ner-up
 for the Bone
-Protrusion Award
 is Kate 
Moss. Please. 
Not only is 
she unable to smile 
or eat because 
of her modeling 
career, she can't 
put  any clothes 
on. She's a naked, 
stunted  girl -woman.
 She is so 
thin that 
science
 has warned 
women  like her 
that they may 
lose
 their ability to 
menstruate  
or have 
children.  
Courteney 
Cox is wasting away
 as well. If 
her oo-stars really were her friends they would 
tell her to eat 
something.  She 
was
 significantly 
thinner  in "Scream 
r than she was 
in "Scream" 
and who knows 
what  she'll look like 
on the sea-
son 
premier  of "Friends." 
These  ladies may not 
be
 taking drugs to stay 
so 
sickly
 thin, but tabloids 
and  talk shows of the 
past 
point  to cocaine, heroine 
and  speed as the 
phen-fen to 
the stars. Hence 
the  term "heroine 
chic." 
There are 
so many things to 
be afraid of in 
life, like biochemical
 warfare, global 
warming, 
the NRA and
 terrorism. 
The kind
 of pressure and fear
 instilled into 
women these days about their
 weight and the 
image 
of their bodies is a form 
of terrorism, 
The 
future of women's 
bodies  and their 
health will be tough to 
calculate if they all blow 
away.
 
Ginny White is a 
Spartan  Daily staff writer 
L>=31411,'
 
"Wov! 
Would you 
look at that
 stick." 
Voting
 for 
Davis  
will
 save the
 state's
 sanity 
If
 the 
people of California
 elect Dan 
Lungren
 to be our next 
governor, 
I'm 
packing
 my bags and 
heading to 
the nearest 
mental hospital. 
I 
am
 urging my family
 and friends to 
keep a 
straitjacket  handy 
when election 
results,
 including the 
now expected 
abominable
 turnouts, 
start  tormenting 
me 
through
 the 
evening
 news. 
If the 
last 16 years 
of
 deplorable 
voter judgement 
are again exhibited in 
the November 
elections,  I cannot be 
responsible  for 
my actions. 
Somebody  may, 
however,  want to 
warn the local ski 
resorts  and country 
clubs 
or any other area 
where rich 
white 
people gather to 
discuss how to    
make lots 
of
 money and keep it 
all  to themselves. 
Their strategy is simple:
 keep the Republicans in 
office. By 
electing
 state Attorney 
General Lungren 
as our state's 
next governor, it will
 only perpetuate 
the
 racism, sexism 
and all the other 
discriminating  
"isms" that are eating 
up California. 
Our 
only chance to be, 
well,  regurgitated  
I pre-
fer to 
think of it as an 
internal liberal 
cleansing   
is to elect 
Democratic  
candidate
 Lt. Gov. Gray
 Davis. 
There  are six 
weeks  until 
the
 election. 
Since 
apparently
 more 
Republicans
 than normal 
people 
vote,  Davis 
has
 six weeks 
to sweep 
California's
 Republicans 
off their 
pedicured,  
Ferragamo-covered
 feet. 
Luckily, Lungren's 
not -so-obscure attempt
 to 
exploit  President Clinton's
 pickle by telling us he 
should be 
governor  because he's 
moral is not going 
to do it for 
Californians.  
"We don't 
talk
 enough about 
character  and 
virtue. There is a 
tremendous yearning
 for spiritual 
values now," Lungren
 said in an Los 
Angeles  Times 
article last week.
 
So, go to church. 
Virtues and 
spiritual  values don't balance a 
state 
budget, nor are they going
 to fly in the lawmaking 
process. 
But we can talk 
values  if that's what 
Lungren 
wants.  
He 
evidently misplaced 
them
 while he was in 
Congress from 
1978 to 1988. 
The backward values 
that
 possessed him to 
repeatedly
 vote to cut social spending
 were the same 
ter 
NI r g .1
 
ti 
I
 
\ 
i 
u 5 r 
Bethel 
ones
 encouraging 
him to build up 
military 
funding. 
His virtues 
were
 still missing 
when he 
opposed  
reparations
 to World 
War  II vic-
tims of the Japanese 
internment camps. 
His morals 
must
 have been too
 wrapped 
up in the
 really tough 
issue  of being 
faith-
ful to his 
wife
 because that's 
what  he brags 
about  in ad campaigns. 
It must have 
been  when he 
became  
California's attorney
 general that his 
val-
ues and virtues 
took
 over completely. 
But wait. 
In this total moral
 frenzy, he forgot 
that  
Mexicans
 were people. 
In 
1994
 they were illegals, 
and  Lungren 
virtuously 
thought
 endorsing and 
enforcing
 
Proposition 187 
would  cure us of them. Then, 
when
 
he fought for "three strikes,"
 he must have thought 
if they couldn't be deterred from 
coming here, at 
least they'd be in prison, where he wants to keep 
most minorities. 
Oh, 
yes.
 
His 
moral  character really developed with his 
tough drug policies. 
He fought so hard 
to keep drugs off the 
streets  
and 
to educate
 our  children on their  
effects.  
Oops. 
That's  wrong. 
It was the 
sick  people, those suffering from 
painful and terminal illnesses, 
that
 Lungren sought 
to 
teach  a lesson. 
Those cancer and AIDS patients couldn't smoke 
pot in his state. No 
way.
 That's bad for them. 
Lungren is avoiding his real 
moral mishaps now 
and touting his fidelity to get elected because 
where he stands on the issues that will affect us as 
a state shows he 
is truly without value. 
Davis' support for a woman's right to choose 
defines an important 
part of his character. He rec-
ognizes 
basic  individual rights and, unlike 
Lungren, does not let his Catholic up bringing 
interfere and determine his political views.
 Davis' 
career commitment to public education shows that 
he values California's future. Davis is the candi-
date necessary to end the Republicans' 16 -year 
reign in our state. 
Margaret Bethel is a Spartan Daily 
senior staff 
writer  
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Sparta  
Guide  
Today  
Chinese
 
Mandarin
 Bible 
Fellowship
 
Life sharing.
 Bible study, 
games  and 
refreshments
 
from 2 - 1 
p.m in the Student
 Union's Montalvo
 Rom. 
For more information,
 call Joyce Lim at 
(408) 993-
8006 
Catholic 
Campus
 Ministry 
Daily  Mass from 
12:10 - 12:36 
p.m. at the 
corner  of 
10th and 
San  Crlos streets,
 across from 
the  residence 
halls. For more 
information, call Ginny
 at (108) 938-
1610. 
Muslim Student 
Association 
Jummah from 
1:15
 - 2 p m, in the 
Student  Union's 
Almaden Room.
 For more information,
 call Adil at 
(408) 
274-0706  
Underrepresented
 Teachers Identification
 
Program Club
 
Club meeting from 
1 - 2 p.m. in the Student
 Union' 
Costancien Room.
 For moe 
information,
 call Cecilia 
Mendez  at 
(408)  
924-7937.
 
Islamic
 
Studies
 Group
 (NSA)
 
Jummah
 prayer at 1 
p.m. in the 
Student
 Union's 
Almaden
 Room For
 more 
information,
 call (408)
 274-
0706 
Access  
Magazine
 
Looking 
for  writers, 
photogrphers
 and 
illustrators
 
Query 
letters
 for 
writers  due 
by
 12 p.m 
on Monday 
Sept. 
28 and for 
photos or 
illustartions  
by 12 p m 
on 
Wednesday
 Sept. 30.
 in Dwight
 Bente! 
Hall Room 
213.  
For more 
information,
 call 
Ahou
 Shams 
at (408) 
304-
4333 
Saturday 
SJSU 
Football  
Spartans  vs. New 
Mexico at 6 p.m.
 at Spartan 
Stadium. 
5,000  free tickets available
 for 
students
 with 
I.D at the Event Center 
s Asian 
Students
 Union 
Live 
performance  by 'Epic
 Voices  from 9 p.m.
 - 2 
a m at Club 
383 located at 383 
Bay Street in San 
Francisco.
 For more 
information,
 call Jimmy 
at (415) 
245-8610. 
Phi Chi Theta 
Personality  workshop 
from 9 a.m.  1 
p.m.  in 
Business Classrooms
 Room 102. For 
more  information, 
call Carla Sikland 
at (408) 313.3786. 
Sunday  
Alpha
 Phi Omega
 
General
 membership 
meeting from 6 
- 7 p.m. in the 
Art 
Building Room 133.
 For more 
information,
 call 
(408) 
924-6626  
SPARTAN  
DAILY  
Oro Washington
 Square. San bow CA 95192.0119 
0091
 921-3210 Ernail 
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On
-campus
 
housing
 
inadequate
 
for
 
majority
 
of
 
university's
 students  
San
 
Jose
 
State
 
University
 
has
 
a 
population
 
problem,
 
and
 
University
 
Housing
 
Services
 
isn't  
doing  
a 
whole  
lot
 to 
help.
 
With
 
approximately
 
27,000
 
students
 
in 
atten-
dance
 
at 
SJSU,
 
there
 
is 
only
 
enough 
on  
,impus
 
space
 
to 
house
 
less
 
than
 
10
 
percent
 
of 
the
 
student
 
body.
 
One  
could  
argue
 
that
 
space
 
in 
San 
Jose  
itself
 is 
at a 
premium,
 
and 
that
 
building
 
more  
resi-
dence
 
halls  
just
 isn't
 
feasi-
ble. 
However,
 
the  
fact
 
remains
 
they
 
simply
 
aren't  
doing 
enough  to 
cater
 to 
all 
students.
 
Currently,
 if 
you 
want
 
to 
live  
in the residence
 
halls,
 you are
 
required
 to 
sign  
a lease that runs 
the 
length
 of 
the 
school
 
year
  
from 
August  
through
 
May.  
However,
 
residents
 
are  required
 
to 
pay 
extra 
if 
they  
wish  
to
 stay
 
during
 
school  
breaks.
 
Residents
 are
 
also
 
required  to pay for a 
meal
 plan  
even
 if 
they
 
don't  want to use it. 
There
 are 
no 
exceptions.
 This 
doesn't
 
exactly
 
cater 
to the
 
student
 
on
 a 
budget.
 
Payment  
for 
rent
 and 
meals
 is due
 at 
the  
beginning
 
of
 each 
semester.
 
Yes,
 there
 is a 
pay-
ment 
plan, 
but  
students
 
opting  
for
 the 
payment
 
plan  are 
forced 
to choose
 one 
of
 the 
more  
restric-
tive 
meal  
plans.
 This 
is
 akin 
to
 renting
 an 
apart-
ment  and 
being 
forced 
to
 buy 
your  
food
 from 
your
 
landlord,
 
something  
that
 
wouldn't
 fly in 
the 
open 
market.  
The
 cheapest
 on
-campus
 option
 is a 
double  
room  and 
10 meals 
a week  
no food 
on week-
ends. 
For this 
privilege 
students 
must pay 
$5,736.  
Breaking
 this 
down over 
7 1/2 
months,  
the 
approximate  
amount  of living 
time granted
 
to students 
that  contract 
with housing
 services,  
the 
monthly  cost to 
live on -campus
 is $764.80.
 
Looking  at 
the
 local 
housing
 market,
 it is pos-
sible
 to find 
a two -bedroom
 apartment
 for 
around 
$1,000.  
Breaking
 this down
 between two
 
roommates  
would
 still leave 
more  than $250 
a 
month
 per person to 
pay for food 
when
 compared 
to campus 
prices.
 While not enough
 to live like a 
king,  a frugal 
student
 should be able 
to spend 
that much at 
Safeway or Costco and 
have  plenty 
to eat. 
If 
you  do decide to live in the residence halls, 
you'd 
better be single. There are 
absolutely  no 
options for 
married students if they 
want to live 
together. All rooms 
within the residence 
halls 
are same sex only.
 
Another problem with on
-campus housing is 
space allocation. Right now there are 
1,664 stu-
dents living in halls that 
have  a maximum 
capacity
 of 1,839. 
All those extra spaces have 
gone  to single 
rooms. Every time a double room is used as a 
single, everybody loses out. Housing services 
loses out because they are losing money 
Students lose out because there are less on -cam-
pus spaces available. If housing services really 
wants to serve the students, a 
number of 
changes need to be 
made.  Eliminating the 
mandatory meal plan would be a 
good start,  
eliminating
 single rooms to make more 
space  
would be a close second 
and  giving married stu-
dents an on -campus option
 would be even better. 
Adam Paulacka ia 
a Spartan Daily 
staff 
writer
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 page
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Readers
 are 
encouraged
 to 
express
 
themselves
 on 
the
 
Opinion
 page
 with 
a Letter
 to the 
Editor. 
A 
Letter  to 
the 
Editor  is 
a 200
-word  
response  to an 
issil,)
 
or 
point  of 
view  that
 has 
appeared  
in the 
Spartan
 Daily 
Submissions
 
become
 the
 
property
 
of
 the Spartan 
Dilik
 
and
 may 
be
 edited 
for 
clarity,  
grammar,  
libel and
 length
 
Submissions
 
must  
contain
 the
 
author's
 name,
 
address.  
phone  
number,
 
signature
 
and  
major.  
Submissions
 
may  
be
 put 
in the 
Letters
 to 
the Editor 
box 
at 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily  Office
 in 
Dwight
 
Bentel
 
Hall  Room 
209.  
sent
 by 
fax 
to 
(408)
 
924-3237,
 
e-mail 
a) 
SDAILYtejmcigau.edu
 
or 
mailed  
to 
the 
Spartan 
Daily 
Opinion  
Editor,
 
School
 
of 
Journalism  
and 
Mass
 
Communications,
 San
 
Jose
 
State  
University, 
One 
Washington
 
Square,
 San 
Jose,
 CA 
95192-0149.
 
Editorials
 are
 
written
 
by,  
and  
are 
the  consensus 
of. 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily  
editors,
 
not 
the  
staff.  
Published
 
opinions
 
and  
advertisements
 
do
 not necesaank:
 
reflect
 the
 
views  
of 
the  
Spartan
 
Daily, 
the 
School
 of 
Joumaligni
 
and 
Mass 
C,ommunications
 
or
 SJSU.
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Aries
 
March 21 
to
 April 20 
Lime to a lemon/Lemon to a 
lime/ you 
want  to get to 
Betty
 
Ford's/but 
you  don't have the 
time. 
Famous Arian: 
Leonard  Nimoy 
Taurus 
April 21 to 
May  20 
The 
moon's  axis in 
conjunc-
tion 
with the 
rotation  of 
Jupiter's 
second moon 
reflects  
your 
overall
 tendency for 
cla-
manting. 
Layman 
terms: Stop
 your 
crying,
 ya big
 baby!
 
Famous 
Taurean:  
Bono  
Gemini
 
May
 21 to June 
21
 
You really need
 to do a bet-
ter
 job in being 
discreet. Next 
time 
you  are 
hanging  out 
in 
the 10th 
Street Garage
 waiting 
for  
parking,
 try turning
 down 
your Barry
 Manilow 
CD. 
At
 the Copa/ 
Copa  Cabana 
Famous 
Geminian:  Ice 
Cube
 
Cancer 
June  22 to 
July 22 
You 
have  the 
audacity  to go 
up
 to a 
good-looking
 
member  of 
the 
opposite  
sex,  grab 
their 
rear
 end 
and  say, 
"Your 
name
 
must 
be 
Mickey,
 'cause
 you're 
so 
fine."
 U 
da
 man!!
 
Famous  
Cancerian:
 Bill 
Cosby  
Leo 
July
 23 
to
 August
 22 
Admit
 it, 
you're  
tired.  
Get
 
some  
sleep.
 This 
past 
week
 you 
have 
looked 
like 
Richard 
Simmons
 on 
crack  and 
Barry 
White on 
speed.  
Famous
 
Leonian:  
Tori  
Amos
 
Virgo 
August
 23 to 
September
 22 
You  
have
 been 
a kettle 
of 
boiling
 hot
 water.
 Get 
it off 
your
 chest.
 I think
 that 
we all 
know 
that 
you 
want  to 
smoke 
that
 
Lewinsky  
cigar.
 How 
the 
hell
 did 
I 
come
 up 
with 
the 
word  
kettle?
 
Famous
 
Virgoan:
 
Cameron
 
Diaz 
Libra
 
September
 23 
to 
October
 
22
 
A 
hot
-looking
 girl
 
strikes
 
up 
a 
conversation
 with 
you. 
Your
 
dumb
 ass 
starts  
talking
 about 
how
 your 
24K  modem 
trans-
lates 
really 
well
 with 
your  
computer.
 Stop 
wasting 
your 
time. Chop it off.  
Famous 
Libran: Phil
 Hartman 
Scorpio
 
October 23 
to November
 22 
After 
weeks  of 
being
 in the 
doghouse, 
you have 
finally
 
fought your
 way back
 to the 
top 
and  you are 
ready
 to make 
a 
difference  ... 
Excuse me,
 I 
digress.
 
You are a loser. 
There, 
that's  more 
like
 it. 
Famous 
Scorpian: 
Bryan 
Adams
 
Sagittarius
 
November  23 
to
 December 21 
Take 
an aerobic 
class.  Plant 
a tree. Go fly a 
kite. 
Start that 
home garden 
you  
have
 been always
 wanting to 
do.  Just do 
something
 and stop 
being a 
loud, cursing 
and  
obnoxious
 drunk. 
Famous 
Sagittarian:
 Billy the
 
Kid
 
Capricorn  
December 22 to 
January  20 
You got a 
libido the size of 
Texas.
 
Unfortunately,
 your human 
attributes are the 
size of  your 
small
 finger. 
Watch out this weekend 
Your fearlessness
 might get 
you a wicked disease. 
Famous Capricornian: David 
Bowie
 
Aquarius 
January 21 to February 19 
The new job is paying off. 
Your bank statement isn't 
lying  
there  is an extra digit. 
Remember,
 having too much 
money leads to greed. 
I have
 an idea that will 
help: send 
50 percent of your 
earnings to The Spartan Daily, 
One Washington Square. 
Famous 
Aquarian:  Jennifer 
Aniston 
Pisces  
February 20 to March 20 
The sky is falling! 
Its a magnitude 7.8 earth-
quake! 
The end of the world is near! 
Oh. 
That 
sure
 is a low-cut shirt. 
Famous Piscean: Edward 
James
 Olmos 
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Steinbeck:
 
Rare  
materials
 stored
 in 
vault 
Continued
 from page 1 
nothing can match that," 
Smith  
said, adding that the center's 
appeal lies 
in the breadth and 
authenticity of its holdings. 
"I'm seeing 
the  real thing, I'm 
going directly to the sources," 
she said. 
Director
 Susan Shillinglaw 
teaches Steinbeck 
courses  at 
SJSU 
during the spring
 and 
summer. She is currently work-
ing on the introduction to a new 
collection of Steinbeck works 
published by  Penguin Books. 
Tim Reif, a library
 science 
and history graduate 
student,  
works in the center searching for 
Steinbeck journalism articles. 
He 
plans to 
compile  them
 on a 
web  page 
with a 
bibliography.
 
Visitors to 
the center 
will  find 
copies 
of all of 
Steinbeck's  
works  
in 
numerous  
languages,  
some  of 
which
 are signed 
first editions. 
The collection 
includes manu-
scripts,
 correspondence,
 family 
photographs  and 
taped audio 
interviews  with 
the author's
 
friends, 
family
 and other 
indi-
viduals who 
knew him. 
The 
more  rare 
materials
 are 
kept in a 
vault,  with 
copies  avail-
able
 for public 
viewing.  
Throughout the
 academic 
year,  the 
center
 sponsors 
sym-
posia and 
various  events 
that
 
Zhou: Nontraditional
 
Continued from page 1 
go make
 a sculpture that makes 
a mockery of the whole system,"
 
Welsh
 said. "In China, you
 can 
get  thrown in prison for doing 
that. There 
is a delicate balance 
between  what is acceptable
 and 
what is not 
acceptable."  
The censorship process in 
China is so 
strict that 
Zhou avoided 
making any 
political refer-
ences in his 
book. 
"I 
stayed  
away from dis-
cussing any 
sensitive  
issues because 
the book still
 
has to 
go 
through
 gov-
ernment cen-
sors," he said. 
In 1991, 
Zhou graduat-
ed from the 
University of Minnesota -Duluth  
and is currently seeking his 
master of 
fine arts degree at San 
Jose 
State  University. 
During 
his time in 
the United 
States,  he 
has been influenced 
greatly  by 
American 
artists.
 
"Robert Arneson is 
a definite 
influence
 on Po's work," Welsh
 
said. "Arneson led 
the  Funk Arts 
Movement,  a west coast 
move-
ment that grew 
out of the San 
Francisco area, which held that 
art should have a sense of 
humor as fundamental premise. 
That does not mean it was not 
serious, 
because it was often 
political."
 
This concept can be seen in 
Zhou's work, 
which often uses 
exaggeration 
  to get across 
I turned the tradition-
al image of a 
martial  
artist standing on 
one finger into a 
piece with a 
sense  of 
humor. 
 
Po
 Zhou 
ceramics artist 
its point.
 One 
cerainic 
sculpture,  
titled 
"Standing On 
One 
Finger," 
depicts 
a 
man 
stand-
ing 
upside  
down
 on 
a 
large 
finger,  
the size of 
the rest of his 
body.  
"I turned 
the tradition-
al image of a 
martial 
artist  
standing finger into a. 
piece
 with a sense of 
humor,"
 
Zhou  said, grinning broadly. 
Welsh said 
when
 the book is' 
published in China, it is 
some-
thing that will be 
of interest to  
Chinese artists.  
"I think Po 
has a really good 
idea," Welsh said.
 "It's an oppor-
tunity for
 Chinese artists to 
be 
exposed to 'free world' ceramics." 
on 
one 
Garage:
 
Electrical
 
fault  
Continued  
from 
page
 1 
noticed that
 there 
were
 still a 
lot  
of 
parking
 spaces
 left 
even 
though I 
came to 
school 
late."  
For  
security
 
reasons,  
Lowe  
said 
the 
UPD  had 
to wait 
until 
there
 was 
enough  
daylight  
the 
next day
 before 
they 
reopened  
the 
garage.  
"The 
garage  
was  open 
when I 
came
 in 
at
 
around
 
8:30,  
but  
there  
was
 a sign 
saying 
'park 
at
 
your
 own 
risk,' 
" creative
 arts
 
major  
Michelle  
Okane 
said. 
Gail
 
Hernandez  
of 
Facilities
 
Development
 and
 
Operations
 
said  
the
 electrical
 
problem  
could 
have
 been 
fixed 
immediately
 
but 
they 
did 
not 
have
 the
 part 
required.
 
The  
circuit
 
breaker
 
had to 
be 
ordered
 and 
did  not 
arrive 
until early 
Thursday 
morning.  
Ilernandez
 said 
the  
power  came 
back on at 
around  
9:30. 
"It was a 
huge 
inconvenience,
 
but things
 like 
this 
happen,
 
especially  
with
 old 
facilities  like 
the 10th
 Street 
Garage  
which  
has 
been
 around
 for a 
long 
time," 
Hernandez
 said.
 "We 
should 
be doing 
regular 
inspec-
tions
 on these 
kind  of 
things,
 you 
know, like
 replacing 
all  the light 
bulbs
 before they 
burn  out, but 
we're not 
because
 of budget 
cuts. 
It's  unfortunate 
that
 we have to 
wait for 
something to 
go wrong 
before we 
fix it." 
(FOOTBALL  SATURDAY)
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 26th 
600 PM 
SPARTAN 
STADIUM
 
5,000 
FREE SJSU STUDENT TICKETS 
(Show SJSU student 
ID
 carder the Event Center Box Critice)  
HERE'S  THE GAMEPLAN: 
 THE "NEW 
SPARTAN
 FUN FEST"
 
Warm up before kickoff with Interactive 
college  football games and Ilve 
Bring your camera  for
 pictures and autographs with 
the Spartan Mascot,  the 
cheerleeders and other 
special guests
 Starts at 
LQII.pm  in the 
East 
Field  
 BANDAQIII
 
The Spartan
 Marching Band will be 
joined
 by six high school 
bands  for an 
exciting  halftime perloimance. 
vfl!ic 
 
SPECIAL  
PRESENTATION
 
Don't miss the halftime
 presentation 
honoring  San Jose 
Slate  University 
Alumni Sill Welsh,
 Dick Vermeil 
and Stew Deeerg
 

 ALSO...
 
Get
 a FREE t -shirt for ioining 
the "NEW" SPARTAN 
ARMY  
(SAW Students 
only;  Bring student I.D. cord to the
 SPARTAN ARMY Teepee 
Booth)  
SA!S.,
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promote Steinbeck and 
his 
works. 
Its "Steinbeck in the 
Schools"  
program allows Shillinglaw, 
among others, to lecture in 
local 
schools. The center even hosts a 
Steinbeck birthday party, which 
features readings and lectures. 
The center's newest exhibit 
focuses on a piece that took two 
years to authenticate: a type-
script of Steinbeck's "The Moon 
is Down." An employee from a 
Bakersfield Goodwill found the 
item while sorting donations.
 
"We think it's real," Smith 
said. 
A new rotating display fea-
tures Ed Ricketts, Steinbeck's 
best friend
 and a marine biolo-
gist from Monterey.
 His lab, now 
owned by the 
city,  is still there  
two doors down 
from the 
Monterey
 Bay Aquarium. 
Anyone who has 
read  "Cannery 
Row" will 
recognize  him as the 
character
 Doc. 
Since an affiliation with 
SJSU
 is unnecessary, anyone 
from the 
community  can access 
the center's
 holdings. 
Fall hours
 are Mon., 1-7 p.m.; 
Tues.-Fri.,  1-5 p.m. 
or
 by 
appointment 
at (408) 924-4588.
 
U.S. 
Embassy  
bombing  
suspects jailed in 
Uganda 
KAMPALA, Uganda 
(AP)  
Ugandan authorities are hold-
ing 20 people in connection with 
a plot to blow 
up the U.S. 
Embassy in Kampala, and the 
FBI was invited into the East 
African nation to help with the 
investigation, a government 
minister said Thursday. 
Regional cooperation minis-
ter Amama Mbabazi told a  par-
liamentary session that the FBI 
agents were invited to Uganda 
following 
the Aug. 7 bombings of 
the U.S. diplomatic missions in 
neighboring Kenya and 
Tanzania in which 259 people, 
including 12 Americans, died. 
"It is true that the Ugandan 
government through security 
services asked for and obtained 
services of the FBI for expertise 
on
 bomb attacks which are 
beyond our capacity to handle," 
Mbabazi said. 
He said Ugandan intelligence 
officials had learned that the 
group that carried out the 
bombings in Nairobi and Dar es 
Salaam also planned to attack 
the U.S. Embassy in Uganda. 
Among those detained are 
the two alleged ringleaders, 
arrested last week as they tried 
to enter the country from 
Kenya. The two men are 
believed  to be associates of 
Islamic extremist Osama bin 
Laden, the
 suspected master-
mind in the bombings of U.S. 
embassies last month, the Post 
said.  
Over the weekend, security 
officials said 
18
 people had been 
arrested in 
connection with 
plans to hit American 
and 
Ugandan
 targets in the country. 
It was
 not clear when the other 
two
 people were detained. 
More than a dozen FBI 
agents worked with 
the  
Ugandan Anti -Terrorism Squad 
to uncover 
the recent plot, seiz-
ing documents 
from
 the homes 
and businesses of the suspects. 
The CIA warned border 
authorities to be on the lookout 
for the two ringleaders, who 
they said planned to direct the 
operation using local militants. 
Law enforcement sources told 
the Post that U.S. prosecutors 
are considering charges against 
them. 
The other suspects  which 
include the imam of a Kampala 
mosque, a 15 -year -old boy 
and 
local businessman  have 
no 
apparent links to 
bin Laden, 
sources told the Post. 
Mbabazi 
said  the FBI did not
 
take part in the
 detentions. 
a San Jose Downtown Association Production 
DOWNTOWN
 SAN 10S1, SAN PIDRO STREET 
between Santa Clara & Saint John Streets 
SATURDAY & SUNDAY, sin /6 & 
11,1998
 NOON TO 
7:30 PM. 
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Heather McDonald 
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%OD 
Anchor Brewing Co. 
Beck's Oktoberfest 
Coast Range
 
Brewing 
Co. 
Coastal
 Fog 
Brewing Co. 
El Toro Brewing Co. 
Golden Pacific
 
Brewing Co. 
Gordon Biersch 
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HEBREW
-
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Hoppy Brewing Co. 
q Co. 
Lake Tahoe 
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Moylans Brewing Co.  
PITTS'S Brewing Co. 
Pyramid
 Breweries 
Red Hook 
Brewing
 Co. 
Rock Bottom 
Brewing Co. 
Sam Adams 
Brewing
 
Santa 
Crus Brewing Co. 
Sierra 
Nevada  
Brewing Co. 
St. Stan's 
Brewing Co. 
Thomas 
Kemper  
Brewing Co. 
Tied House 
Cafe
 
& 
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..and many more. 
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D & L Pretzels  Ice 
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Chicago 
Shark & Rose  Starks Coffee  
Tied  House Cafe & Brewery 
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SPORTS
 
Middle 
blocker  Melissa Myers 
leads  the voile 
,i/t, ins to a 9-3 
record
 this season. N 
Myers  
le 
it, 
ili'i.iiNtaric
 Ortmann 
aged
 her to 
try 
school's
 team.  
She ,. 
volleyball
 for 
differe.
 
around  
her
 hometov.
 
 al 
to 
help 
Stockton.
 
Myers earned 
the Sento.  
Athlete 
of the Year 
award  and 
.t 
competed  at the 
USA
 Junior 
ics  
&pal
 
I 111.111 
.lIl  
,- the 
National 
Camp in 
1994.  finirth-host
 
naddle
 
lii, 
heriii 
She 
received 
... I 
a volleyball
 
scholarship
 
to 
S.ISC and is 
a 
 
middle 
blocker 
an 
I. 
on 
the 
SJS1 J 
\ 
I \ 
1 women's  volley-
, ....,1
 
On
 
the ball 
team. 
s .. era sin 
- Myers is niater
 
..irkees, her
 ing in clinical 
inmate "But and 
counseling 
on tl. 
 I Always
 look-
 
psychology  
with 
She 
ha- 
more
 
I I, , , '  
! :.,ple.- 
a minor
 in deaf 
--- Melissa 
Myers  
taiN in 
her 
fellow
 
\1,..i. 
ii- , 
n,,  
to
 
San
 Jose 
education.  
Spartan  middle blocker
 
ti.iimmiti-s
 
She 
plans 
to 
Befor.
 prat.  
attend graduate 
re 1 i cp . she 
was sit 
school 
next year   
V tini. on the bench. 
S.ISU's 
history 
with 
312 
blocks.
 
surrounded  by s..yra al 
other  
and fourth in block 
assists
 with players. 
259, averaging 2.35 kills 
and A few
 .4 
them
 .stine 
up
 
to con
 
0.88 
blocks  per game 
gratulate
 her
 on her 
outstanding
 
"She's 
an excellent
 player.- 
p. 
Herniate,
 
Wedia,,,ha
 now 
coach 
Craig Choate said -She where she 
hail II? kills dornig
 
hits very 
well.  She's laid back 
the Spartans  win 
over  I 'SF' 
and very easy going off 
the cfairt.  "She's 
awesonlf.  
-Ilt
 ItII tt the 
but when she plays 
she's very
 
ball
 
so 
hard; 
Sarkt
 . 
.. -... 
I 
"Her  
intense."
 
talent
 I 
- 
amazing.
 
-
Friday,
 
September
 
25.
 
1998
 
Nydrr.4r: Ruh 
hho wants
 to be an elementary 
school
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court
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 vol-
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haw.
 
abilities
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It 
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-he is 
always  
St it. 
1I
 
I soy in 1995, she 
1,, 11..1 .1. . lainnentally 
, hall. in d awl hearing -
11
 
I guess
 the 
reason  I play 
so
 
hard
 
is 
that  
I learned to 
channel my 
aggression 
into  
playing volleyball.
 
I have learned so 
much from this game. 
liit 
mu 
I 
--Pitt 
in the Special 
and 
eventually
 wants 
to be an 
gvnipe
 
elementary 
or high school coon-
.! w,,rkilw
 with 
these selon
 
1)0111-)4,  It r,ally
 made me 
ft 
el 
"1 
would love to continue
 
vol.! to 
II. th..te.- 
she  said. "I 
playing volleyball. 
though," 
also 1 ..0 abeta patience
 
Myers  said. "I want 
to coach viti-
ate!.
 aien" 
leyhall in my spare time." 
SI.  1.. 
1.1,a mg volleyball
 She plans to continue playing 
ii 
lie.  11 
when
 her physi- 
after  she 
graduates
 
though
 not 
. al .- Inc a hal teacher encour-
 on the professional circuit. 
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goo,'
 i)layi.r
 
F:ventually. I learned to go for 
the
 
I guess the reason 
I ',lay 
so hard is that 
I leaviii-d to chan-
nel 
ni%-
 aggression
 
into  playing 
yolley 
I hay,
 
1.atittal
 
so 
flinch front this eanie 
A....ording 
ti 
711..rs.
 
playing
 
coll..y
 
ball  has 
impniy...1 
her
 con-
fid...oce
 
tutu 
l 
people
 
skills.  
I 
learned
 to yet 
along  
with 
peeple and to falh a... 
throtie.1.1
 
on 
thaw:
 
a don't
 
wh,11
 I 
prpt 
I ired. 
Niirst  ot
 all. I km 
neil 
to 
vork 
u' II
 in a  
Georges
 
torments  Florida sports 
schedules
 
a doubleheader
 Saturday. 
Friday's program at Calder Race 
Course was canceled, and many 
high 
school events were 
post-
poned.
 
The Miami  
Dolphins
 have no 
game this week. Coach Jimmy 
Johnson  canceled Friday's prac-
tice,  and many
 players made 
plans to spend the weekend
 out 
of 
town.  
Georges was 
forecast  to hit 
the Florida 
Keys 
on 
Friday,  with 
the effects 
of the storm expected 
to he felt 
in
 Miami and beyond. 
The cancellation
 of the 
UCLA -Miami 
game was 
IT 
CAN
 
KILL
 YOU IF YOU 
DON'T  
RECOGNIZE
 IT. 
/IV
 
71,11 
i1 11
 
/ 
DE
 
PRE
 
SSION
 
announced shortly 
before the 
Bruins were to 
leave  Los 
Angeles for Miami. 
A crowd of about
 42.000 had 
been expected for the
 nationally 
televised
 game at 
the
 Orange 
Bowl.
 
CBS, which had been 
sched-
uled to broadcast 
the game, will 
fill the time
 with local 
program-
ming. 
"While it is extremely 
disap-
pointing
 that we will be 
unable  
to play 
this  game, the 
impor-
tance 
of
 responding 
to
 the condi-
tions raised 
by Hurricanes
 
Georges 
were  primary in 
our 
 
decision.-
 hut iiianes
 
athletic
 
director
 l'atil
 
Iii 
, 
-aid 
Miami president Edward 
Foote.
 
1TCIA
 chancellor 
Al 
Carnesalp 
and 
both 
athletic
 
directors  
were involved in 
the 
decision. 
"aatter a general dis.ussion
 . 
regarding  the 
safety...1 stieleta,,,
 
Ian-
 mu everyone
 conwrned.
 It 
Vl'aS t hat it 
would be a 
mistake
 to 
play  the 
game;  Foote said. 
Still  
on as of Thursday
 was 
the 
Miami Fusii,n's
 final 
regu-
lar -season 
game Sunday
 against 
'fampa
 
Has, as well as the 
Florida 
Panthers' debut in their 
new
 
art 
'flu,
 an i)xhihitiiin gam() 
Sunday  against the 
Boston
 
Bruins. 
The 
Marlins
 and Phillies are 
seheduled
 to conclude their sea
 
sons
 
with  a four -game
 series. 
If' Friday's 
gami
 
also  
post 
firmed. the teams 
will try to 
play 
back
-to -hack doubleheaders
 
Saturday and Sunday. 
"Our  plan is 
to play our 
remaining four games
 of the sea-
son, but 
with  the safety 
of our 
fans and employees 
in mind," 
Florida president Don Smiley 
said. 
Seeking VisionQuest
 
Volunteers!  
Help 
host  the 
Si
 VisionQuest Expo on 9/26 & 9/27!
 Conference features 
health & 
transformational  speakers & 
exhibits. 
Have fun & earn free weekend 
passes/workshop  tickets for the event! 
Contact Annarnaric
 at (510) 
653-6691  
or 
(MOO) 
996-9644.  
Lockout
 
cancels
 
NBA
 
exhibition
 
contests
 
NEW
 
YORK  
(API
 --- 
The 
good 
news
 on the 
NBA  
lockout
 
front
 is 
that 
the 
sides 
are 
back  
speaking
 
to 
one another. 
The 
bad 
news
 is 
that  
time 
is 
getting
 
short. 
Unfortunately
 for 
basketball
 
fans,
 the
 bad
 
news
 
outweighed
 
the
 
good  
Thursday
 as 
the 
league
 
canceled
 24 
exhibition
 
games
 
and  
postponed  the 
start 
of 
training
 
camps  
indefinitely.
 
The
 lockout
 
went
 
through
 
its  
86th  
day  
with
 only 
the 
faintest
 
of 
hopes  
for
 a 
timely  
resolution,
 
and
 the 
likelihood
 
grew 
that 
the 
league  
will 
be
 forced
 to 
can-
cel 
regular
 
season
 
games 
because
 
of
 a 
work
 
stoppage
 for
 
the
 first 
time 
in its 
history.
 
"Nobody
 
wants  
to 
miss
 the 
whole
 season,
 but 
there  are 
29 
owners 
that are
 willing 
to do 
so
 
if 
they  
have
 to,"
 deputy
 com-
missioner
 
Russ  
Granik
 said.
 
The
 
unprecedented
 
cancella-
tion of 
two  
dozen
 games 
came 
one 
day  
after
 
commissioner
 
David  
Stern,  
Granik,  
union 
director 
Billy 
Hunter
 and 
union 
president  
Patrick 
Ewing  
met for 
about 
an hour
 at the 
union's
 offices 
 the first 
sit-
down
 between 
the sides 
since 
owners 
stormed out
 of a bar-
gaining
 session 
Aug. 6. 
The 
sides  
discussed
 whether 
to 
resume 
formal
 talks, 
at
 
which 
the  owners 
would lie 
expected 
to present
 a new 
pro-
posal. 
The  
regular
 season 
remains
 scheduled
 to tip off 
Nov.  3. 
"I don't 
know
 if we got the 
ball
 rolling or not," Granik 
said. "We tried to offer 
some
 
suggestions, but I don't 
know if 
the process 
will move forward. 
We're 
waiting  to hear back 
from 
them on whether there's 
any point to 
having
 another 
meeting." 
With owners looking for a 
definitive limit on salary costs, 
including a phaseout of the so-
called Larry Bird exception 
'which allows teams to exceed 
the salary cap to sign their own 
free
 agents) 
and
 the 
union 
holding 
to its position that it 
wont agree to any kind of a 
"hard" salary cap, prospects for 
a speedy
 resolution appeared 
grim. 
"Unfortunately,
 it is now 
clear there will not he 
enough 
time for
 teams  to fill
 their
 
ros-
ters and 
go
 through the 
neces-
sary period
 of conditioning
 and 
be ready 
to play 
preseason
 
games by 
mid -October," 
Granik 
said in a 
news release.
 
Training  camps, 
which  were 
due to open
 Oct. 6, 
have  been 
postponed
 
indefinitely.  
Another
 batch of 
exhibition 
games  could
 be 
canceled
 next 
week
 if no 
progress  is 
being 
made.  
Still 
pending
 is the
 union's 
grievance
 
with  
arbitrator  
John  
Fevrick  
claiming  
that some
 220 
players  
with  
guaranteed  
con-
tracts  
worth  
about  $800
 mil-
lion 
for the 
upcoming
 
season
 
should
 be 
paid  
during  
the  lock-
out.
 
F'eerick's  
ruling 
could 
come  
any 
time 
between
 now 
and
 Oct. 
19,
 but 
a 
victory
 for
 the 
players
 
would  
be 
challenged
 by the 
owners
 in 
federal
 
court.  
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San
 Jose 
State University 
(1-2,  
0-0)  vs. University
 of 
New  Mexico (2-1, 0-0) 
Where: Spartan 
Stadium
 
When: 
Saturday,  Sept. 26 6:00 p.m. 
The 
Series:  The 
Spartans lead the
 overall series 
9-4-1  against
 the 
Lobos.  
This  is the first
 meet-
ing 
between
 the two teams 
since 1976 when 
UNM beat the 
Spartans  
36-30.  The last SJSU win 
was  a 29-20 victory in 
1975. 
Prediction:
 SJSU 31 New 
Mexico  27 
SJSU: 
The Spartans 
were  literally beaten up 
in 
their 58-3 loss to Oregon.
 Carlos Meeks, Donte 
Scarbrough, James Hodgins,
 Harry Daniels, 
Abdul -Salaam Noah, Omarr Smith and Steve
 
Pulley all suffered injuries that limited their 
playing time against the Ducks. At one point, 
the Spartans had five freshmen in the lineup. 
Baldwin again plans to start freshman 
Marcus Arroyo at quarterback with Chris 
Kasteler spelling him in the second quarter. 
Arroyo will play the third and whomever is 
more efficient should start the fourth quarter. 
Arroyo was 9 -for 16 for 64 yards against 
Oregon, while Kasteler went 5 -for-11 and 48 
yards. 
The Spartans need to rebound on special 
teams and on defense if SJSU is to stay w; 
the Lobos. 
KEYS: The  Spartans are going to face an 
Lobo team in their WAC opener. New 
lost to intrastate rival New Mexico St& 
This, combined with consensus All -W 
terback Graham Leigh, will pose a r( 
SJSU. Arroyo must move the ball F 
points if the Spartans are to stay vl 
point per game average of the Lobo 
Defensively the secondary nee 
Leigh's receivers covered. allowin, 
line to pressure the Lobo quarterbi 
can stop the passing game, they will 
ter chance staying in the game agai, 
rushing attack. Defensive pressure 
if the Spartans are to keep UNM frc, 
the big plays 
that  plagued SJSU in G 
New 
Mexico:  
UNM  looked to have 
its
 game against New 
Mexico State locked up 
when Dion Marion 
returned a kickoff 
88 yards for a touchdown
 
with 57 
seconds
 left in the game.
 An excessive 
celebration 
penalty
 forced the Lobos to 
kick  a 
"field 
goal
-like" PAT, which 
it missed giving 
UNM a 
27-21  lead. The 
Aggies
 then scored on a 
50 -yard pass play 
with  20 seconds remaining to 
tie the
 score. The PAT was 
good as NMSU 
stunned
 the Lobos. 
UNM, which
 lost 
to
 the University 
of 
Arizona
 
in the Insight 
;m't accus-
tomed 
9-4 
las' 
.n 
Ceremony  
dur,  
honors SJSU spot 
By Cecilia Afzelius -Alm 
Stall Writer 
During halftime 
of
 the 
Spartans' 
football
 game against 
University of New 
Mexico at 
Spartan Stadium on Saturday, 
the first two honorees of the 
Ring of Honor will be 
recognized.
 
The Ring of Honor will 
consist 
of names of people 
who have con-
tributed
 to Spartan 
athletics
 in 
one way or another,
 permanently 
put up on the rim 
inside of the 
stadium.
 
Players, 
coaches,
 fundraisers
 
and 
others
 who have 
influenced  
San Jose State 
University's  
sports programs
 have a chance 
to get their 
names  in the Ring 
of
 
Honor. 
According 
to Javier 
Ortiz, 
Spartan 
athletics 
coordinator.  
SJSU 
alumni Dick 
Vermeil,  head 
coach  
of the St.
 Louis 
Rams,
 and 
Steve
 
DeBerg, 
quarterback
 for 
the Atlanta 
Falcons,  will be 
the 
first
 two to get 
their names
 pn 
the
 
rim.
 
"Over  the 
years.  more 
names 
will
 
be added 
to the 
list," Ortiz 
said.
 
"Two  
more 
names
 dis-
cussed
 are
 
Bill  
Wa
 
sh
 and 
Peter 
Ueberroth."
 
Walsh is 
the former 
head 
coach
 
for the
 San 
Francisco
 
49ers.
 Ueberroth is 
the 
former  
commissioner
 for 
Major
 
League  
Baseball.  
"We want 
to show the great
 
tradition that San Jose 
State  
athletics
 his,
 said 
athletic direc-
tor 
Chuck  1441
 in 
a press release. 
'The Rio,: f Honor 
sill
 help our 
recruitinv
 
arid 
remind
 
our loyal 
The 
Ring
 of Honor 
will  help our
 
recruiting  and 
remind our 
loyal 
fans of 
the  great 
history 
that exists
 
at SJSU.
 
 Chuck
 Bell 
SJSU athletic
 director 
fans of 
the  great history that 
exists 
at
 SJSU." 
Vermeil was the 
quarterback 
for the Spartans for the 1956 
and 1957 teams. In 1959, he 
earned his master's degree at 
SJSU.  
In 1979, Vermeil was named 
National
 Football  
League  Coach 
6 
aittn- bringing the 
Philadelphia Eagles to three 
straight 
playoffs.
 He also 
brought the Eagles to the 
Super  
Bowl in 1981 
After retiring from the coach-
ing job, Vermeil became a foot-
ball 
analyst
 for 
ABC-TV
 
In 1997.
 he once again went 
back  to beii,g the head coach, 
this
 time foi the St Louis Rams. 
DeBerg was
 the quarterback 
on the
 1975 and 1976
 SJSU 
teams. After playing 
with  five 
different NFL teams, 
he retired 
in 1994 to start 
working
 with the 
New 
York  Giants as the quarter-
back
 coach. 
DeBerg recently 
decided  to 
start playing again and
 joined 
the Atlanta 
Falcons  this 
season.  
At 44, he 
is the oldest 
active
 
quarterback  in the history 
of
 the 
NFL. 
This. is 
DeBerg's  18th 
season  
as 
a professional football player. 
SJSU 
football  head
 coach 
Dave Baldwin said 
that
 
Saturday
 will he an exciting day 
for Spartan football.
 
"We 
have a 
phenomenal
 
sports program at this 
school," 
Baldwin said. 
"The  Ring of 
Honor will 
remind
 us of the peo-
ple 
who have contributed to 
the 
athletics."  
The game between SJSU
 and 
New 
Mexico 
starts at 6 
p.m.  on 
Saturday.
 
Just
 
kickin'
 
it
 
Ryan Olein/ Spartan a  
Jose State University forward Eduardo Martinez and Brian
 Purcell of the California Gok - - 
s battle for the ball late in the first half of Thursday
 night's game at Spartan Stadium. 1 
rtans came back from a 1-0 deficit and won the game 
2-1. The victory made SJSU 8-0 for 
ison, which is the team's best start since 1968. 
tour -game 
sweep creates 
close three-way
 
wild
-card race 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  
Barry Bonds and
 the San 
Francisco Giants set up a 
really wild weekend in the 
wild -card race. 
The Giants pulled within
 
one game of 
idle New York 
and Chicago for the N1:s 
final 
playoff spot, beating the 
Pittsburgh
 Pirates 6-2 
Thursday to 
complete a four -
game
 sweep. 
San Francisco, 
the  Mete 
and the 
Cubs
 all finish  
with  
three games
 on the road. 
The Giants visit
 Colorado 
(76-83) while the Mete play 
at 
East champion 
Atlanta (103-
56) and the 
Cubs play 
at 
Central champion
 Houston 
(100-59). 
Bonds hit his 37th homer 
and 
Joe Carter, Rich 
Aurilia  
and pitcher 
Russ  Ortiz also 
connected 
for solo home runs. 
Ortiz (4-4) allowed
 one run 
on four hits before leaving
 the 
game after
 five innings
 
because of lower
 back tight-
ness.  
Elmer 
Dessens  (2-6) 
allowed
 four runs on seven 
hits in 52-3 innings. 
MIXED
 
MEDIA 
by
 
Jack
 
Ohman
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Middle
 blocker
 Melissa Myers
 leads the volleyball 
team
 with 172 kills, which 
has ical and counseling 
psychology major who 
wants  to be an elementary 
school  counselor 
! . 
:-j-,artans
 
to a 9-3
 record this season. Myers. a 
senior 
from Stockton, is 
a clin- after graduation. 
Myers  leads
 
on
 and
 off 
court 
\ 
)r-tntann 
aged 
her to try out for 
her 
school's team. She also played 
volleyball for different clubs 
around  her  
hometown
 
of 
to help 
Stockton.
 
Myers earned the 
Senior  
I er sopho- Athlete
 of the Year award and 
--,hool, she's 
competed  at the USA Junior  
 : i Itall and National Camp in 1994. 
 ,a, 
hmg
 
abilitie,  
She 
received
 
-; 
I 
i 
k iipics. 
a volleyball 
 t,1 a. awl I would do it scholarship to 
:, It
 was a ver 
5.1517 and 
is a 
middle
 blocker 
on the 
&1St.'  
[.- lit  
hers.  women's 
volley-
;;t,at
 person On 
the  ball team.
 
,he 
is very seri Myers
 is major-
; \ licit11e
 `;arkees, her ing 
in
 clinical 
o  obi roommate.  "But 
and 
counseling 
 at -he 
1, 
always
 look- psychology  with  
  t pt, pie." 
a minor in deaf 
\\  
rIi 
came  to San Jose 
education.
 
ersav in 1995, she
 She plans to 
. it   
1,-h tievi lopmentally
 attend graduate
 
, offs
 
sas she is always
 
"I love playing the game. I 
don't think I want to 
go into a 
professional 
league
 when 
done here, but I 
definitely  think 
continue playing 
for fun," she 
said.  
According
 to the SJSU athlet-
ics 
department,  she is 
the
 
fourth -best middle 
blocker
 in 
Choate 
says she has the abili-
ty to 
teens 
well
 and 
is a strong
 
player. 
"It's just part 
of the game, 
part of being competitive."
 Myers 
said. "I learned how to be aggres-
sive, about wanting to win on 
this 
team.  It helps that my par-
ents really 
support
 nit'. 
'They've
 gone 
I guess
 the reason I play so 
hard is that 
I learned 
to channel my aggression
 into 
playing
 volleyball. I have 
learned so 
much
 from this game. 
 Melissa Myers 
Spartan middle blocker 
and hearing- 
school next year   
Mhilts
 
in the Special 
and 
eventually wants to be an 
 ex 0,  
elementary  or high 
school court-
-
 
.1 working 
with 
these  
!whir  
pee; ie 11 
really  made me 
feel  
"I 
would love to 
continue  
a 
thtin."  
she said. "1 
playing
 
Yolleybal!,
 
though."
 
It
 about
 patience 
Myers 
said. "I want to coach vol-
and 
 
atop"
 
leyball
 in my spare time." 
Sh 
 ai 
playing
 
volleyball
 
She plans to 
continue  playing 
111 11101
 
when  her physi-
 
after
 she 
graduates though not 
cal
 
it
 ,11 -ti teacher encour- 
on 
the 
professional  circuit. 
to 
every Mil' 
if my 
gam.--
 
I 
guess
 
t- 
partly  
I, I'm 
an
 
tils child. My 
parents
 enct 
air 
aged me to do 
my 
Ittst 
throughout 
my life 
They're
 
my 
biggest  fans." 
She
 
has more 
fans in her 
fellow
 
teammates.  
Before prie-
rtice.
 
she was sit-
,
 ting on the lynch. 
SJSU's history with 
312  blocks, surrounded by several 
other  
and fourth in block 
assists with players. 
259, averaging 
2.35  kills and A few of them 
came  up to con -
0.88 blocks per game. gratulate 
her 
on
 
her  outstanding
 
"She's an excellent player." perfermance Wednesday 
night.  
coach Craig Choate said
 She
 where
 she had 12 kills during 
hits very well. She's laid back the 
Spartans'  win over USF. 
and very easy going off the court, 
"She's awesome ---she hits the 
but when she plays she's very 
ball so hard," Sarkees 
said
 
"tier
 
intense."
 
talent is 
amazing." 
Among 
Western  Athletic 
Conference leaders,  Myers 
is 
ranked 14th in 
hitting  percent-
age, according
 to the SJSU ath-
letic department. 
Choate sas 
thi-
 t,Nlyers
 last 
year 
of
 eligibility to 
play for the 
Spartans. 
"I've really 
enjoyed  her
 on 
this
 
team."
 
(Isiah.
 
said. "She is well
-
liked
 on 
and 
.41 the lima We 
were very fortun  
it 
to 
get her on 
the team
 
till.. i' 
ill 
lit'
 
missed."
 
110
 
to
 
Nt1.1, 
doesn't
 think 
she was always ., ;Jood Have' 
"When  I first started
 
playing, 
I 
didn't  hit 
very
 
well.  
I 
didn't
 
jump jar 
the  hall 
It took 
a 1.4 
of 
practice, and a 1.4 of time to 
becomie a 
good 
player. 
Eventually. I learned to go for 
the
 ball I guess the 
reason  I play 
so
 hard is that I 
leaOned to chan-
nel my aggression into 
playing  
volleyball.  I have learned
 so 
much from this game." 
According  
to Myers,
 
playing  
volleyball
 has improved her
 con-
fidence and 
people  skills. 
karInql 
ti 
) get 
along  
with 
people
 
and to follow 
through  on 
things.
 
"1 
den't
 
give
 
up
 
when 
I get 
tired.  Nlest 
of all, I learned to 
work 
v, -II
 in 
a team." 
Hurricane
 
Georges  
torments
 
Florida sports 
schedules
 
'! \ Even bilori
 e 
dimbleheader  Saturday. 
Hun  
  
 . .a,;1., 
reached 
Friday's
 program 
at
 Calder Race 
Sow
 I 
LL he 
storm
 took a 
Course
 was canceled, and many 
till i, 
 
-port,
 -.chedule,
 
high  school
 events
 were post-
includiec
 .laturdav 
s 
game poned.
 
bet  
we.  n 
t Ii util ranked
 
UCLA
 
The Miami Dolphins have no 
and 
the 
Minnit I hirricanes
 
game this week. Coach
 Jimmy 
The 
-clpsl:
 
decided
 Thursday
 
-Johnson  canceled 
Friday's  prac-
ti 
 mut Miami
 tire, and many players 
made 
aflicials
 
tilt
 
kills
 
:aid
 
the  
game  plans to 
spend the weekend out 
would 
not  hi.
 
rescheduled.
 but of 
town.  
l'CLA 
coach 
Bab
 T, .h.do 
said  
it 
Georges
 was 
forecast
 to hit 
might
 
he plased  Ii 
the Florida 
Keys  on 
Friday,
 with 
Thursday
 tialits
 game 
the effects of 
the storm expected 
between
 t he 1.1. rid.. 
Marlins
 
and  to be felt in 
Miami  
and  beyond. 
Philadelplu  
Mollies 
was 
post- The  
cancellation  
of
 the 
potted
 
.1111  
r 
- 
lollsl
 as part of 
UCLA -Miami 
game 
was 
IT CAN KILL YOU IF 
YOU 
DON'T 
RECOGNIZE  IT. 
r,/  
7 1.1 /1 / / 
DE PRE SSION
 
announced
 shortly before the 
Bruins were to 
leave  Los 
Angeles for Miami. 
A crowd of about 42,000 had 
been expected for the nationally 
televised game
 at the Orange 
Bowl. 
CBS,  which had 
been
 sched-
uled to 
broadcast  the 
game,
 will 
fill the time
 with local program-
ming. 
"While it is extremely 
disap-
pointing that we 
will be unable 
to play this game, the impor-
tance of responding
 to the condi-
tions raised by 
Hurricanes
 
Georges were primary in our 
decision,"
 Hurricanes
 
athletic
 
director 
Paul
 Dee said. 
Miami president Edward 
Foote,
 
UCLA
 
chancellor  
Al 
Carnesale and 
both athletic 
directors were involved in the 
decision.
 
"After a general discussion .. 
regarding the safety of 
students.
 
fans tend 
everyone  concerned,
 it 
was 
mutually decided
 that it 
would  be a mistake
 to play the 
game," Foote 
said. 
Still
 on as of 
Thursday
 was 
the Miami
 Fusion's final
 regu-
lar
-season  game 
Sunday 
against
 
Tampa Bay, as 
well  as the 
Florida 
Panthers.  
debut  in 
their  
new 
arena,  an 
exhibition  
game  
Sunday
 against 
the Boston 
Bruins. 
The 
Marlins and
 Phillies 
are  
scheduled  to 
conclude  
their  sea-
sons
 with a 
four -game 
series.  
If 
Friday's
 game is also 
post-
poned, 
the teams
 will try 
to play 
back-to-back  
doubleheaders  
Saturday and 
Sunday 
"Our 
plan is 
to play 
our 
-emaining  
four games
 of the 
sea-
son, 
but with 
the  sFifety 
of our 
fans and 
employees
 
in 
mind,"  
Florida 
president  Don 
Smiley 
said. 
eelgTrig 
VisionQuest
 
Volunteers!
 
Help 
host
 the Si 
VisionQuest  
Expo
 on 9/26 
& 9/27! 
Conference  
features  
health & 
transformational
 speakers
 & 
exhibits.  
Have fun & 
earn  free 
weekend  
passes/workshop
 
tickets for the 
event!
 
Contact Annamarie
 at (510) 653-6691 or 
(8(())  996-9644. 
Lockout
 
cancels
 NBA
 
exhibition
 
contests
 
NEW  
YORK  
(AP) 
 The
 
good
 
news
 on 
the  
NBA  lockout
 
front
 is 
that
 the
 sides 
are 
back  
speaking  
to
 one 
another.  
The 
bad 
news 
is that
 time 
is 
getting
 
short.  
Unfortunately
 for 
basketball
 
fans,
 the 
bad 
news
 outweighed 
the 
good 
Thursday
 as 
the  
league
 canceled
 24 
exhibition
 
games 
and 
postponed  the start 
of 
training
 camps 
indefinitely.
 
The 
lockout  
went  
through
 its 
86th  day 
with only
 the 
faintest  
of 
hopes  for a 
timely 
resolution,
 
and  the 
likelihood  
grew 
that  
the 
league
 will
 be forced
 to can-
cel 
regular  
season  
games  
because
 of a 
work 
stoppage  
for  
the first 
time in 
its  
history.
 
"Nobody 
wants 
to miss 
the 
whole  
season,
 but 
there  are 
29
 
owners 
that  are 
willing
 to do 
so
 
if 
they
 have 
to," 
deputy
 com-
missioner  
Russ
 Granik 
said. 
The  
unprecedented  
cancella-
ion of two
 dozen 
games  came 
one 
day after 
commissioner
 
David 
Stern,
 Granik, 
union 
director 
Billy 
Hunter
 and 
union 
president
 Patrick 
Ewing 
met for 
about an 
hour at the 
union's 
offices   the 
first  sit-
down 
between the 
sides since 
owners 
stormed out of a bar-
gaining 
session  Aug. 6. 
The sides
 discussed 
whether  
to 
resume  formal 
talks,
 at 
which the 
owners 
would  he 
expected
 to present 
a new pro-
posal. 
The regular 
season 
remains
 scheduled to 
tip off 
Nov  3. 
"I don't know 
if we got the 
ball
 rolling or not," Granik 
said. "We 
tried to offer some 
suggestions, 
but I don't know if 
the process will move forward. 
We're waiting to hear back 
from them on whether 
there's
 
any point 
to having another
 
meeting."  
With  owners looking for a 
definitive limit on salary costs,
 
including 
a phaseout of the 
so-
called Larry Bird exception 
( which allows teams to exceed 
the salary cap to sign 
their own 
free agents) and 
the  union 
holding 
to its position that it 
won't  agree to any kind of a 
"hard" salary cap, prospects
 for 
a speedy resolution appeared 
grim. 
"Unfortunately, it is 
now 
clear there will not he enough 
time 
for teams to 
fill
 their 
ros
 
ters 
and go through
 the 
neces-
sary 
period  of conditioning and 
be ready to play preseason 
games  by mid -October," Granik 
said in a news release. 
Training camps, which were 
due to open Oct. 6, have been 
postponed 
indefinitely.
 
Another batch of exhibition 
garnets could be canceled next 
week if no 
progress is being 
made.
 
Still pending is the union's 
grievance
 with arbitrator John 
Feerick claiming that some 220 
players 
with 
guaranteed
 
con-
tracts 
worth  about 
$800 
mil-
lion for
 the 
upcoming  
season
 
should
 be paid during the lock-
out.
 
Feerick's
 
ruling  could 
come
 
any time
 between
 now 
and 
Oct. 
19, hut a 
victory
 for the 
players
 
would
 
be challenged
 by 
the 
owners
 in federal
 court. 
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San Jose
 State 
University
 
(1-2,  
0-0) vs. University of 
New Mexico
 (2-1, 
0-0)  
Where:  Spartan
 Stadium 
When:  
Saturday,  
Sept.  26 
6:00  p.m. 
The Series:
 The Spartans
 lead 
the 
overall  series 9-4-1 against the Lobos. This is the first meet-
ing between the two
 teams 
since  
1976 
when  UNM beat the Spartans 
36-30.  The last SJSU win 
was a 
29-20 victory
 in 1975. 
Prediction:  
SJSU 31 
New 
Mexico  27 
SJSU: 
The Spartans
 were 
literally 
beaten  up in 
their 58-3
 loss to 
Oregon.  
Carlos  
Meeks,
 Donte 
Scarbrough,  James
 Hodgins, 
Harry Daniels,
 
Abdul
-Salaam
 Noah, 
Omarr Smith 
and Steve 
Pulley
 all suffered 
injuries that
 limited their
 
playing 
time against 
the Ducks. 
At
 one point, 
the 
Spartans  had five
 freshmen in 
the lineup. 
Baldwin
 again plans
 to start 
freshman
 
Marcus Arroyo
 at quarterback
 with Chris 
Kasteler spelling
 him in the 
second  quarter. 
Arroyo 
will  play the third 
and whomever is 
more 
efficient should start 
the fourth quarter. 
Arroyo was 9
-for 16 for 64 yards
 against 
Oregon,
 while Kasteler 
went
 5 -for-11 and 48 
yards. 
The 
Spartans  need to rebound on special 
teams and on defense if 
SJSU
 is to stay with 
the Lobos. 
KEYS: 
The Spartans are going to face an  angry 
Lobo team in their WAC opener. New Mexico 
lost to intrastate rival New Mexico State 28-27. 
This, 
combined  with consensus All-WAC quar-
terback Graham Leigh, will pose a real test for 
SJSU. Arroyo must move the ball and put up 
points if the Spartans are to stay with the 35 -
point per 
game  average of the Lobos. 
Defensively the secondary needs to keep 
Leigh's receivers covered,  allowing the SJSU 
line to pressure the Lobo quarterback. If SJSU 
can stop the 
passing
 game, they will have a bet-
ter chance staying in 
the game against the Lobo 
rushing attack. Defensive pressure is essential 
if the Spartans are to keep UNM from making 
the big plays that plagued SJSU in Oregon. 
New Mexico: 
UNM 
looked  to have its game against New 
Mexico State locked up when Dion Marion 
returned a kickoff 88 yards for 
a touchdown 
with  57 seconds left in the game. An excessive 
celebration
 penalty forced the Lobos to kick a 
"field goal -like" PAT, which it missed giving 
UNM a 27-21 lead. The Aggies then scored on a 
50 -yard pass play with 20 seconds 
remaining to 
tie the score. The PAT was good as NMSU 
stunned the Lobos. 
UNM,  which lost to the University of Arizona 
in the Insight.com Bowl last season, isn't accus-
tomed to losing 
as
 of late. The Lobos went 9-4 
last year while 
winning
 the WAC Mountain 
Division. 
First year coach Rocky Long installed a 
new 
offense, which he admits still "has a few bugs in 
it." Leigh 
isn't  doing as well with his reads as 
Long had wished, which has forced UNM to run 
the option more than he would like.
 The Lobos 
rushing
 game is 10th in the WAC at a mere 134 
yards per game. The Spartans are ninth at 151 
yards per game. 
Defensively, the Lobos should give 
the 
Spartans fits. Ranked fourth in the WAC, UNM 
has held its opponents to 379 yards of total 
offense per game. 
KEYS: Graham Leigh needs to 
be the quarter-
back all the preseason magazines picket' 
him to 
be. He has the 
potential to shred the SJSU 
defense. 
Defensively 
UNM  is 12th in the nation in 
run defense. 
Stopping SJSU's hobbled rushing 
corps should relax Leigh and the Lobo offense. 
Ceremony
 
during  halftime 
show  
honors 
SJSU
 
sports
 contributors
 
By Cecilia Afzelius
 -Alm 
Stall Writer 
During halftime
 of the 
Spartans'  football
 game against
 
University of 
New  Mexico at 
Spartan Stadium 
on
 Saturday, 
the 
first two honorees
 of the 
Ring of Honor will be 
recognized.
 
The Ring
 of 
Honor  will 
consist
 
of 
names  of people 
who have con-
tributed 
to Spartan 
athletics  in 
one 
way  or another, 
permanently 
put 
up on the rim
 inside of 
the  
stadium.  
Players,  
coaches,  
fundraisers  
and 
others
 who have
 influenced 
San Jose
 State 
University's
 
sports 
programs  have a 
chance 
to 
get their 
names  in the 
Ring of 
Honor. 
According
 to 
Javier  
Ortiz,
 
Spartan 
athletics
 
coordinator,
 
SJSU
 alumni 
Dick 
Vermeil,
 head 
coach of 
the St. Louis
 Rams, and
 
Steve 
DeBerg,  
quarterback  for 
the Atlanta
 Falcons,
 will be 
the  
first two 
to get 
their  names 
pn 
the
 
rim.
 
"Over the years,
 
more
 names 
will be added 
to the
 list," 
Ortiz 
said.  "Two 
more 
names  dis-
cussed are
 Bill Wa 
sh and 
Peter  
Ueberroth."
 
Walsh is 
the form(
 r head 
coach
 
for 
the 
San  
Francisco
 
49ers. 
Ueberroth  
is 
the  
former  
commissioner
 
for  
Major
 
League  
Baseball 
"We want to show the great 
tradition that San Jose State 
athletics
 has," said athletic 
direc-
tor 
Chuck  Bell in a press 
release.  
"The Run,: ef Honor will help our 
recniitilw,
 and 
remind  our loyal 
11
 
The Ring of Honor 
will help our 
recruiting
 and 
remind  our loyal
 
fans of the great 
history that exists 
at SJSU. 
 Chuck Bell 
SJSU athletic director 
fr 
fans
 of the great history that 
exists 
at
 SJSU." 
Vermeil was the quarterback 
for the Spartans for the 1956 
and 1957 teams. 
In
 1959, he 
earned his master's degree at 
SJSU.
 
In 
1979, Vermeil was named 
National
 Football League Coach 
MIXED
 
MEDIA
 
by
 
Jack
 
Ohman
 
of the Year
 after bringing the 
Philadelphia Eagles to three 
straight playoffs. 
He also 
brought the Eagles to the Super 
Bowl
 in 1981. 
After 
retiring  from the coach-
ing
 job, Vermeil became a foot-
ball analyst for ABC-TV. 
In 1997, 
he
 once again went 
back to beii,g 
the  head coach, 
this time foi
 the St Louis Rams. 
DeBerg was the
 quarterback 
on the 
1975 and 1976 SJSU 
teams. After
 playing with 
five 
different NFL teams,
 he retired 
in 1994 to start 
working  with the 
New 
York
 Giants as the quarter-
back coach. 
DeBerg recently 
decided to 
start playing again
 and joined 
the 
Atlanta  Falcons this season.
 
At 
44, he is the oldest 
active
 
quarterback in the 
history
 of the 
NFL. 
This. is DeBerg's 18th season 
as 
a professional football 
player. 
SJSU
 football 
head
 coach  
Dave  Baldwin 
said  that 
Saturday
 will be an 
exciting  day 
for 
Spartan  football. 
"We have a 
phenomenal 
sports program 
at this school," 
Baldwin said.
 "The Ring of 
Honor will 
remind
 us of the peo-
ple
 who have contributed to the 
athletics." 
The game
 between SJSU 
and 
New Mexico 
starts at 6 p.m. on 
Saturday.
 
Just
 
kickin'
 
it
 
Ryan Diet& Spartan Daily 
San Jose State University forward Eduardo Martinez and Brian Purcell of the California Golden 
Bears battle for the ball late in the first half of Thursday night's game at Spartan Stadium. The 
Spartans came back from a 1-0 deficit and won the game 2-1. The victory made SJSU 8-0 for the 
season, which 
is the team's best start since 1968. 
Four -game
 
sweep 
creates  
close 
three-way  
wild -card race 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  
Barry Bonds 
and the San 
Francisco Giants set up a 
really wild weekend in the 
wild -card race. 
The Giants 
pulled  within 
one game of idle 
New York 
and Chicago for 
the Nils 
final
 
playoff
 spot, beating 
the  
Pittsburgh 
Pirates  6-2 
Thursday
 to complete a four-
game
 sweep. 
San Francisco, 
the  Meta 
and the 
Cubs all finish with 
three
 games on the road. 
The Giants visit Colorado 
(76-83)
 while the Meta play at 
East champion Atlanta
 (103-
56) and 
the Cubs 
play at 
Central 
champion
 Houston 
(100-59). 
Bonds hit his 
37th homer 
and
 Joe Carter, 
Rich  Aurilia 
and pitcher 
Russ  Orfiz also 
connected for
 solo home runs. 
Ortiz (4-4) 
allowed
 one run 
on 
four hits before 
leaving  the 
game after 
five innings 
because
 of lower 
back tight-
ness. 
Elmer Dessens
 (2-6) 
allowed four 
runs  on seven 
hits in 5 
2-3 innings. 
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Continued
 from page
 1 
111.11  
to 
celebrate  
the end of a 
kirvest  
season.
 
It was 
important 
to Lowe 
when  she 
conceived  
of
 the idea 
of 
having
 a 
Chinese  
Moon
 
F. -ti at 
in
 her 
community  
that 
it In a 
multicultural
 
event.
 
-Last  year 
the festival
 had 
African  
drumming
 and 
Tibetan 
Ig a I 
I playing," 
said Roger
 Abe, a 
park 
ranger for
 the city 
of San 
This 
year's 
planned  
enter-
tainnient
 will include
 Chinese
 
folk 
dancing
 and a 
Polynesian  
dance  
group.
 
crafts  for 
the 
children
 will 
in, 
lode 
making  
Chinese 
lanterns.
 which
 are 
brightly 
paint' al 
paper  with
 candles 
that 
tliihlri 
n 
carry  
around.
 Also 
fea-
tured 
will 
be
 Chinese
 paper
 
folding,
 and 
ropes  
made 
from 
drit.d  
cattail
 plants.
 Chinese 
cal-
ligraphy
 
teachers  
will 
be
 on 
hand to 
convert
 English
 names
 
into 
Chinese
 
characters
 and 
place 
them 
On 
bookmarks.
 
-Eno 
first 
year  of 
the 
Moon  
h - ti-,
 al at 
Overfelt
 
Park  
attracted  
about 
120 
people
 and 
consisted
 
of children's 
crafts  and 
storytelling.
 The festival
 has 
grown
 through
 word 
of 
mouth  
from  
family  
and 
friends.  
"This 
year 
we
 expect
 800 
to
 
i .000 
people  
to
 attend
 the festi-
val." 
Godines  
said.  "We 
want  to 
include
 the 
whole  
community"
 
Baptists  leave
 
Convention
 
RALEIGII, 
N.C. (API  After
 
153
 
years,
 Raleigh's 
oldest  
Kiptist 
church has broken
 away 
from 
the Southern
 Baptist 
('invention,
 
in part
 because of 
the 
denomination's  
call
 on 
women
 to 
"submit
 graciously" to 
their 
husbands.
 
Members of 
the  First 
Baptist
 
Church 
voted 264
 to 23 
Wednesday 
to leave the
 conven-
tion.  Churchgoers
 said they 
mild
 no longer 
tolerate  "author-
itarian 
trends" within
 the 15.6 -
million -member
 
denomination.  
As a theologically
 "moderate" 
church.
 First 
Baptist
 had a long 
lust 
if grievances 
with the con-
servative
 convention,
 including 
a 
1984 resolution 
against the 
ordination
 of 
women,
 and a 1997 
measure calling for
 a boycott of 
the 
Walt  Disney Co. 
The
 breaking point
 came last 
Autoe when 
the convention 
told
 
women to 
submitgraciously"
 to 
their husbands.
 At First Baptist, 
(hi
 first female 
deacons were 
loctpd
 in 1874. and 
half of the 
48
-member deacon 
board is 
female. 
-I'm 
very sad we were in a 
p.,:ition that 
we had to make a 
ii 
noon," said the 
Rev.  
Daniel
 
I
 
in.
 senior pastor.
 'The mood of 
regret and sadness was heavy 
within the room." 
Albert  Mohler, 
president  of 
the Southern 
Baptist
 
Theological 
Seminary  in 
Louisville. Ky., 
and a rising 
leader in the 
denomination, 
said  'I am 
greatly
 saddened by  
churches that move 
away
 from 
Holy Scripture and 
evangelistic  
convictions."
 
Accounting
 
Assistant 
(Part -Time) 
Enterprise  Rent-A-Car 
seeks an organized 
Iii
 
support the in-
house staff
 accountant. 
Responsihities 
include
 
A/P. A/R, 
car 
accounting,
 
title
 
work 
and 
collections.
 
Students
 with 
accounting  
course
 
work preferred. 
Exprience
 is a 
plus. Send
 
your resume 
to: HR 
Dept..  
3635
 
Pearl 
Ave., 
San
 
Jose.CA 
95136
 
or Fax (408) 445-
7531.
 
FA )F. 
M/F/D/V
 
, . 
Army:  
T-shirts,
 CDs, other 
prizes
 
go to fans, 
tailgaters
 
Continued from 
page  1 
leader
 of the 
Spartan  
Army will be on 
the field 
to direct the 
specific
 sec-
tion where 
the members 
will be 
seated.  
"There  will be 
T-shirts 
for every
 student 
who 
wants
 to join the
 Spartan 
Army," 
Levers 
said. 
"Other
 prizes, 
such as 
CDs,  will 
also be 
given  out 
to the 
loudest 
fans."  
During 
the year,
 there 
will be a 
competition
 for 
the most 
supportive  
fan  
where the
 prize will 
be a 
TV or 
VCR, 
Levers  
added.  
Javier Ortiz, corporate 
coordinator for the 
Spartan athletics, is the 
person Levers contacted 
to connect his idea with 
the Spartan athletics. 
According to Ortiz, 
there will be 100 T-shirts 
available at the tailgate 
party, which starts at 3 
p.m. before 
Saturday's  
game. 
Right 
now,  the  Spartan 
Army is trying
 to get the 
word out to students on 
campus.
 According to 
Ortiz, this will be a good 
interaction between
 the 
school and 
the athletics at 
SJSU. 
a way for 
students  
to relax and get away 
from school in a 
fun  man-
ner,"  he said. 
Civil 
engineering
 
major Hossein 
Rahnema,  
a senior who
 often 
attends sport 
events
 on 
campus, said 
he
 thinks 
that the organization 
will 
draw crowds. 
"I think it would
 be a 
good idea," 
he
 said. "I 
would 
probably 
start 
going to more games 
than 
just football, and perhaps 
even get more involved 
with the group and 
start 
recruiting people" 
Rahnema's
 friend, 
senior civil 
engineering 
major Gerry Dutra, said 
he has 
never  gone to any 
game since he started 
school at SJSU. 
"I don't have any time," 
he said. "But if there will 
be events like this, I'll try 
to go to 
more  games." 
On Saturday, the 
Spartan football team will 
play New Mexico at 6 
p.m. at Spartan 
Stadium.  
As usual, there will be 
5,000 free
 student tickets 
at the Event Center box 
office for students with 
SJSU ID cards. 
The Spartan Army
 has 
a lot planned for 
the 
evening to attract
 mem-
bers. 
The  "New 
Spartan  Fun 
Fest," as the 
tailgate 
party  is called, 
will be 
located in the East 
Field 
of South 
Campus  
(between Spartan Village 
and
 
Spartan
 
Stadium).
 
It 
will include
 
interactive
 
college  
football
 
games,
 
and
 
radio  
stations
 
KRTY  
and
 
Wild  
94.9
 
will 
be 
there.
 San
 
Jose  
Clash
 
players
 
will 
also 
attend.
 
The
 
half-time
 
presen-
tation  
will 
be
 
honored
 
by 
SJSU
 
alumni
 Bill 
Walsh,
 
the
 San 
Francisco
 
49ers  
former
 
head  
coach;
 Dick 
Vermeil,
 the 
current
 St.
 
Louis
 
Rams
 
head  
coach;  
and 
Steve
 
DeBerg,
 
quar-
terback
 
from
 the 
Atlanta
 
Falcons.
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CLASSIFIED
 
FAX:  
408-924-3282
 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no claim for products 
Of
 
services advertised
 below
 nor is 
there any guarantee implied. The 
classified cokimns of the Spartan 
Daly
 consist of paid advertising 
and Mode" me not approved or 
verified by the newspaper. 
EMPLOYMENT
 
GOLF 
RETAILER  in Santa Clara 
haing phone/internet salespeople. 
Golf/equipnent
 krawledge 
required.
 
$10/hour
 plus 
conunissions.
 Flex 
Ole hours.
 Call 408/261.7720.
 
MOTHER'S  HELPER 
needed
 for 
10 year old boy. Car/COL 
req'd. 
No Smoking, 
English  speaking. 
References.  East 
San Jose 
fixithills.
 
4pm.7pm,
 Mon. Fn. $8.50 
/hour.
 
Message:  
510/476
 
0942.
 
RECREATION LEADER 
City of 
Santa Clara 
After
 school sports 
program
 
Volleyball,  Basketball & 
more. 
Mon.
 Tees.- & 
Thurs.
 2:304:45. 
For more 
info 984 .1257. 
STUDENT
 ASST. P/T, 
Work
 
Study, 
previous
 office exp..
 excel 
phone  mariner. Windows 
NT, 
.graphics
 a.. Call 924 
7560. Mr. 
8 5 for an 
applicator).
 
CHILDREN'S  
ENTERTAINERS.  
P/T, perform fun
 science
 parties
 
on 
weekend days. Great
 Pay 
 
lips! 
You  pick days. 
We train. Call:
 
Mad Science at 
408262  5437  
DRIVING 
INSTRUCTOR 
We 
are  looking for students 
to teach
 driving full/part
 time. 
Will train. Must be 21. 
$9.00 
to start. 
Call  
36.34182.
 
RECEPTIONIST  
We are 
looking for a 
part  time 
receptionist. 
mornings/ weekends
 
Call 3634182.
 
18 YR OLD PALO
 ALTO SEARCH 
FIRM has 
ripening  
for entrv level 
recruiter
 Need 
good  
people 
& 
sales 
skills. Flexible 
hours.  Call 
Brian 
at 6°33493906F.
 
DAYTIME  UTILITY,
 FIT. M -F. 
clean 
DMV record. Must have 
great 
personality & good 
customer
 
relations. Call (408)
 987 
4041  
between  9ain 4 30pm. 
GYMNASTICS
 INSTRUCTORS 
City 
of
 Santa 
Clara  
Mon. lliurs.
 & Sat
 
Flenhle
 hours 
Previous expenerice
 
Preferred 
For ir wire 
info call 214 418
 
VALET PARKING 
ATTENDANTS  
Ambitious
 and energetic 
people
 
needed.
 FT, PT Earn $S $15 per 
hour
 (average) Flexible,
 will work 
around
 you S. )1001
 Schedule. 
Looking  
tor people lor 
the  
Fremont  area. Lots 
of
 tun arid 
earn good 
money.  
Cali  (4081
 
867
 7275 
Receptronist
 
will
 
conhect
 you to rein ye)) rerrod 
Leave
 name and number 
where
 
you  can be 
contacted
 
GROOMER'S 
ASST/KENNEL
 HELP 
needed 
fur
 
sir  all, 
and 
kennel
 VI, I ues `v
 ii 
f.trsr 
Ire reliable.
 ionest.
 
able to 
do 
physical 
work.  Exp. 
working  
w/dogs 
preferred.  but will 
train 
Great 
oppry  for dog finer, 
5650
 hr. 
Can FAX
 resume
 
to 408 177 
0109 
or Call 371 9115 
AEROBICS
 INSTRUCTOR:
 Need 
a lob 
wall a 
posarve
 
working
 
eriviromuent3  
Join
 the YMCA! 
Aerobics 
Instructors needed 
teaching  eyeing 
step,
 lido,
 & body 
conditioning
 classes.
 Cnntart 
Debi 2269622 x 
26 FOE 
SANDWICH  MAKER 
58.00/HR 
TO START 
Open
 
5 days. no 
wkends,
 fill 2pni 
Apply 848 N 
first 
St
 Sari 
lose
 
MAINTENANCE
 ASST.
 Must have
 
basic understanding
 
of
 
i amentry. 
plumbing, electrical
 
work
 and be 
mechanically 
inclined Flexible  
work 
scliedule
 
Inniiifrnnrira  
lion
 
call  the S
 
Ii Adnimistral.on
 
O'lw" Mt.
 ham 
r. at
 
02.16310  
04113WRISPIG
 
WRITER/REPORTER
 
WANTED
 for 
an
 Him, position
 .rt 
DeAnza 
College,  Get 
practical  
experience in fast 
paced. .:reatrve 
environment
 
Conscientious innil 
organized 
with Ma 
skrils3 
Call  asap 
408/8888371
 
ltiuiri4WW:oat/Vete
 
Hourly 
wage
 
aria
 
xi 
internship
 
fees 
part
 
LIFEGUARD
 
NEEDED
 all 
shills  
P/T 
apply  ants must have 
current  
YMCA or Anierican Red Cross
 
Certification.
 
South  
Valley  
Family 
YMCA. Call Janet 2269622 x 
22. 
CHILDCARE/DRIVER 
WANTED to 
lake children 
198
 
12) in after 
school activities (Mon.
 & Thu's)
 
S10/hr.
 
Call
 3545383
 
eve 
JAVA PROGRAMMERS 
STUDENT ASSISTANTSHIP / 
FULL 
TIME
 
JOBS 
immediately
 
available.  
Req: Doing/ 
completed  
M.S.
 
in 
CS/CE. have excellent 
skills in 
Java. 00, Windows 95, Microsoft 
Office,
 hw-sw installation.
 web 
search. 
English
 
communication.  
Exposure to 
Java IDEs,
 
CORBA,
 
C++ 
desirable. Very 
exciting  
work, 
flexible
 hours. Send 
resume  
to: 
E-mail:
 
jobseavantsoft.com.
 
Fax: 4065308703. AvantSoft,  Inc. 
in 
Sunnyvale  provides 
innovative  
solutions in training and consulting 
In 
latest
 Java
 
technologies.
 
Web:
 
vAwrerventSoft.com.   
ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANTS
 
15 
avail now. exp.
 
non;. 
408; 283 
9144.  rower Personnel
 
$1,000'S WEEKLY!! Stuff 
envelopes 
at
 home 
for $2 
each  
plus txxiuses
 F, I.P/f. Make 
5800+ weekly. guaranteed! 
Free supplies. For details. 
send one
 stare) to N.28. 12021. 
Wastire 81 Suite 
552,  
Los Nigeles,  CA 90025. 
RECEPTIONIST
 /OPTOMETRIC 
Assistant: PT ,F1 including Mot rdavs 
10ain6rini.
 Excellent people 
skulls  
a 
roust.  Will train the right person 
$7 to 
start. (408) 2437140
 M.
 It). 
Satllasrevuiuieloi4uihl247
 0545 
OVUM 
TUTORS WANTED $15/hr. 
Part time weekdays. Japanese 
knowledge a plus 408/3717177  
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS 
JOIN OUR 
TEAM!!
 
We 
are  remodeling our  
stores
 in 
San Jose arid Milpitas!  
NIA °Wrung a New Store n 
NON311116if
 
at '1457
 
McKee  Rd.
 Sari
 
Jock.,  
Positions
 Available: 
Grocery Clerks *Produce
 Clerks 
*Bakery/0Ft 
Clerks
 Servin Clerks 
*GM Clerk Meat/Sr.afood 
Clerks 
All positrons offer 
competitive  pay 
and a 
full
 benefits par 
hagel  
Please see 
store  manager fra ari 
application
 at the following Meatier is: 
3251 So  
White Rd San 
lose  
3,175kti4in  RI. 
San lese 
11,170
 Story 
Rd San Jose 
1641 N. 
Capaol  Ave Sal tee 
215W. Calaveras 
Ell Milpitas 
To 
promote
 a ring free 
work 
et narontilere. rin pre empinymerit 
drug testing, Savo 
Ahart Soperrnakei 
is an Equal
 Opportunity Employer. 
TEACH 
TRAFRC SCHOOL PART TIME 
weekends & 
eweirigs  No exprvienoe 
necessary.
 Follow 
our lessor) 
plan.  
Must ham good 
own 
unicatxv  
r 
reservist* 
& 
nnnkabkr. 
408971 7557 
ijeboxe Traffr SdioN 
999 W. Sari 
Carlos
 SI San ker. 
DAYCARE
 / TUTOR 
Seeking P/T
 after
 school care for 
& 
11 year 
hoys  15 
20
 hrs exk 
$8 
$ 
to, hr. Valid CUL required 
408266,412.1 
'IMAGER TRMEE-Telemarkethig 
firm r, ends 
energetic person
 
to 
train
 and motivate 
sales
 
reps 
20 35 
hrs. wk Salary 
 
bonus 
Downtime
 San
 lase 
408.494(120a
 
INTERNET RECRUITER
 WANTED 
This person
 will he responsihre 
for 
sourcing software
 arid hardware
 
, ,igineering 
professronars
 from 
the Internet 
for a 
ratiorra thirsiateg
 
firm
 vi 
San lose Ideal randidate 
will be a their 
CS. MIS. rir
 Ef degree Person 
eresthenaemetsavvyamthaye
 
ThisonsrtiimpaysuhloWihr 
arid
 
rafters  floxitie working hours.
 
Interested in Milani,. prriase 
NEED A .10B.
 FINANCIAL AID 
oR 
A PAID INN:W.1,4W, 
Call
 now 
for part 1111,0 ,i1 
Iii'. turn' 
pits nitnnm'rtiec 
$100.00 REWARD 
NUN 
CUS11111114SeIWP
 
Personnel. Flexible Days & Hours, 
P I
 
in 
I t. 
Apply inn  
Ask
 ior 
FlIllar110  
Rotolo Table Plua, Poliow 
(den. 
1175
 
Lir  lairy  
row mks 
St.  
vyiliaw.
 
Plume 
4(16 295 
4644
 
BICYCLE MESSENGER 
Part tune, Flexible Mows. 
$50
 
tieing Bonus! 
Great tor Students! 
Serving Downtown San Jo se 
timer
 Cil(  Express
 
22 W 
Saint lotiri 
St. 
Sari
 lese. 
DRIVERS
 NEEDED 
for  
Veterinary
 
arm  & pm shifts
 available. 
FAX
 on Mall resumes to:
 1408) 
345 
9053.  1304 
Saratoga
 Ave. 
San Jose, CA 
95129. Attn:
 Wactar. 
LOCAL FIRM 
NEAR  CAMPUS 
seeks Engineering
 student part 
time 
to
 assist with 
various  protects. 
Must be 
computer  literate.
 Call 
282
 1500 
PART TIME: 
NANDYPERSON/  
GOPHER: 
Must
 have a streng
 
back,  good 
attitude  and 
some
 
construction
 experience.
 Near 
campus. flex hours for 
engineer-
ing
 and property 
management  
company.  282 1500. 
GREATER
 
OPPORTUNITIES
 is 
seeking
 caring persons to assist 
individuals with developmental
 
driabilittes.  Rent is paid in 
exchange
 
for being a Wein companion.
 Call 
Angela 2484464 x 101. 
RETAIL- 
MALM
 LUGGAGE in 
Valley Fair Mall is now 
hiring.
 Asst. 
Manager and P/T
 sales. Flexible 
hours. Great  
atmosphere.
 Call 
Cindy 244-7370 or stop by! 
VALETPARKERS
 Valets 
needed  
for P/T eves & weekends.
 Fun, 
flexible
 job during school. Park 
cars for weddings,  
parties  and 
special 
events  in the Los Gatos 
area. 
Must
 be outgoing. 
friendly,  
and neat In 
appearance. No 
previous
 experience nec. Must be 
able to 
drive a 5 sp and 
have a 
valid CDL 
and  your own 
transp.
 
Lam 
up
 to $12.00/hr with Tips. 
Call Michael @ Golden Gate Valet 
(800) 825-3871. 
THE OLD SPAHETTI 
FACTORY 
Now hiring for part time positrons. 
We offer: 
flexible schedules, cloy or evening, 
a 
great  
environment with 
excellent benefits. 
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!! 
We haw
 
on 
own training program! 
We are looking for neat. bnght. & 
ergebt petiole 
titter
 following awe) 
Food Server
 
121
 or older
 
I. 
Hostess. 
Busser,  & Kitchen Help. 
Apply in person  
2pm to 4pin. Mon. 
thru
 Fri. 
Si N. San Pedro. San Jose. 
ACTION DAY 
NURSERY/PRIMARY  
PLUS 
seeking  Infant. Toddler. and 
Peetnol 
leathers and Aides. F/T& 
P
 1 
positions
 available. Substitute 
positions  are also available that
 
offer flexible 
hours.  ECE units are 
required for teacher positrons
 
but 
not required for Aide 
positions. 
Excellent oppportunity for Child 
Development majors. Please call 
Cathy for an interiew at 2441968 
or tax resume 
to 24E37350. 
EXPERIENCED TUTORS NEEDED 
Moe 
Fri 3pin 
8piii  1st grade 
through High School.
 Make 
51.05.5) per month. Call Ms.
 Scott' 
408  25e.. S2,17 
INSTRUCTORS-
 
PT. Teach FUN 
screno.: 
programs
 
ni elementary
 
soeeils
 
Need.  
car  & experience
 
wall kids. Excellent Pay! Call. 
Mad 
Science 
of
 the 
South  
Bay  ra 
.4)
 ihr 
0.11;  
INSTRUCTOR NEEDED to teach 
independent livIng 
skills  to 
<level
 
opmentally 
disabled
 adults
 living 
in
 the community $8 per hour + 
benefits  
to
 full time employees.
 
Call 24/44464.
 
REPS/TRAINERS  NEEDED 
Degree
 not 
required. One of the 
largest telemunications
 cos. 
ill 
amenca 
needs you 
Terrific
 
opportunity  for aggressive 
self starters to own their own 
husiiiess. Full or parttime. 
Call
 now 14081  
7935151.  
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS 
School year & summer.
 Elem. 
school -age rec. 
program.  P/T 
from 
2-6pm.  M -F during the 
school year. Some
 P/T morning 
positions available from 
approx. 
lam Liam. F/T during 
summer  day 
camp  prog. Xlnt salary. no ECE 
units req. 
Los Gatos -Saratoga
 
Rev 
DeptCall islet at 3548700 x223. 
SMALL WORLD
 SCHOOLS 
is hihng leachers,
 Aides & Subs 
for their School Age Child 
Care  
Centers
 in Sari Jose. 
ECE.
 (D, 
Psych, Soc. or
 Rev
 units 
req. 
We Offer 
Competitive
 Pay, 
Excellent 
Training,  and a 
Great 
Work  Environment. 
If you
 are interested call 
(408)283 
9200  ext. 21. 
ACUFACTS  SECURITY 
NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSARY
 
Great Job
 for Students. 
F/T or P/T All Shifts Available
 
Permanent Shifts & Schedules 
Top Pay
 w/ Many Benefrts! 
Call or 
apply  in person. 
(408)286-5880  
5550 Mendian Ave. 
Si. 
between 
San  Cabs & Parivinct. 
behind the Carl aid Paty Store. 
SECURITY
 
Abcom Private Security 
We will train you. 
Student Friendly. 
FT, PT, Wkdys 8, Wknds. 
All shifts. Flexible Schedule. 
4082474827
 
USE A PHONE
 LATELY? 
Licensed
 public utility. NY 
stock  
exchange telecommjnications
 
company
 is looking for you. 
Earn 
unlarited residual 
income.  
International expansion
 coming 
soon. Set your
 own hours. 
800.371 4366 
TEACHER 
OPPORTUNITIES,
 high 
quality,  licensed childcare centers 
for 2-12 year 
olds.  Recreation 
ennchment  curriculum. 
 
Flexible  PT/FT positions 
 Days.
 Eves, Weekends 
 Timm
 Environment
 
 Min 6 ECE required 
 
Earn
 while you learn - 
In house 
training  
 
Benefits  
available
 
Growing throughout the Bay Area 
KidsPark 263 7929. Fax 260-7366 
$ EARN 
EXTRA CASH 
up to $600/month!
 
Become a Sperm Donor. 
Healthy males. 19-40 years old 
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty 
Contact California 
Cryobank 
650 324-1900. M F. 
84-30 
OVUM DONORS NEEDED 
Women
 ages 21-32. Healthy. 
Responsible. All Nationalities. 
Give the
 Gift of Life!!! 
$3.300 stipend & expenses paid. 
We especially need 
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
 
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC 
(800) 314-9998 
TELEMARKETING  PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcriptions to Bay 
Area 
newspapers.  Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs, 9arn-9pm. Downtown 
near leaterail 4 blocks from SJSU. 
Hourly  5$ plus bonus. Media 
Promotions  4940200.
 
 TEACHER  INSTRUCTOR  
PT Elementary Schools. 
Degree or Credential NOT Required. 
Opportunity
 for 
Teechrg
 Experience. 
Need Car. 
Yoke Mai: (408) 297-4170 el. 408 
E0E/AAE 
DAYCARE TEACHERS. 
14-8 school seeks responsible 
individuals
 for extended daycare. 
P/tn eye afternoon.
 No ECE units 
required. Previous experience with 
children 
preferred.  Please call 
244-1968s
  16. 
EXPERIENCED  
NETWORK
 TECHS 
Tandem 
$15.12/hr,  PT 
school 
year, 
FT
 other. 
Install, 
configure,
 
troubleshoot
 UNIX workstations.
 
If qualified,
 get resume to Dick 
Sillan  - Fax: 
323-5311,
 email: 
rsillandrAOL.com,
 mailbox: Eng.
 
Bldg. room 284. CISE dept.
 
FOOD SERVICEESPRESSO 
*BAR HOSTING. FT & 
PT positions 
available in a 
busy
 family style 
restaurant
 located in Sunnyvale.
 
All shifts 
avail,  flex hrs. 
S8.50/hr  
to start. Please 
call 733-9446 
ask for Julia or Wendy. 
TEACHERS, 
FT/PT,  excellent 
salary  & benefits,  
med/dental  
vacation/sick pay, prof.
 des.
 S. 
ratio  1:9, beautiful
 park -like 
playground,
 strong team 
environment!  MM. 12 ECE units. 
Enjoy  your work with 
children!  
Charmer Preschool
 378-7805. 
Fax resume to 
3764121. 
OffiNM 
UNDY HOP 8 ZYDECO DANCES, 
some
 Fridays. at First
 Christian, 
80S. Fifth St. Call 
408,356-1375.  
UNDY 
HOP DANCE WORKSHOP 
Rob & Diane 
at
 First Christian 
Church.  80 S. Fifth -St. 
Saturday  
October 
10.11arn-4pm.
 3561375 
CAMPUS CWBS 
STEAMBOAT Colorado km 10-15 
$549
 
with 
the  SJSU 
Ski  & 
Snowboard
 Club. Includes 
flight out of Si. full condos
 5 
night stay. 4 of 5 
day lift 
pass. 2 hot tubs. parties & 
great 
snow.
 Students & non -students. 
Can Mark at 408-292-0955. 
MEKALHOMM
  
SPACIOUS
 1 & 2 BDRM APTS. 
Live in luxury and walk to 
school!
 
We offer a pool, spa. sauna,
 full 
Ibm
 
eresite
 
sienagemeni,
 all 
appliances included.
 central A/C. 
Stop by today for 
a tour. 
Open  Monday thru Saturday. 
THE  COLONNADE 
201
 So. 4th St. (408)279-3639. 
2 
TIDR/it
 APARTMENT - 
$950/MO.  
 Secunty type building 
 
Secure Parking
 
 Close To Campus 
 
Modem  Budding 
 Laundry 
Roots
 
Village 
Apartments  
576 South
 Fifth Street 
(408) 295-6893. 
SHARED  HOUSING  
ROOMMATE 2 SHAM 2 BR/115A 
Apt $497/me  + 1/2 util. 8 miles 
from 
SJSU. Female preferred, NS. 
2 pods. 
Cal
 Christina 24343228. 
ROOMMATE WANTED
 Sham 3/2 
on 6vale/Cup border. Safe, quiet,  
w/attached gawp. 
Easy  commute 
to SJSU. 10 min. All 
amenities.  
Seeking
 
mature.
 quiet 
person.  
$450 + 1/3 util. Call 
Belle  at 
408-7460322. 
5000+  SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME 
to share in Si,
 located on a 
2 1/2 acre
 lot with 
panoramic 
view. 10 miles from campus. 
$600/mo
 
 
01 408-296-0300x11 
for 
more  information. 
mum= 
OWN ONE, RENT 
THE  OTHERS 
Great investment. 3 
rental units. 
Close to SJSU. Zero vacancy.
 
Well maintained. $299.950. 
Call Karen Nelsen. Century 21 
Contempo.
 7769400. 
MOSE 
AMA PM OMEGA *FORMAT)ONAL
 
Leadership - Friendship
  Service 
Tuesday Sept. 29, 1998 7-8pm 
51.1 Costanoan Q&A: 408024-6626. 
ALPHA PHI 50 years at SJSU! 
Seeking women to carry on the 
tradition.  Call 294-5520. 
INSTRUCTION
  
PROFESSIONAL 
GUITARIST
 now 
accepting students
 who wish to 
excel in playing guitar or bass. All 
levels 
welcome:  
Beginning,
 
Intermediate
 or Advanced. Learn 
any  style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, 
Fusion. 
Funk, Reggae, or Folk. 
Call  Bill at 408-298-6124. 
GET 
IN SHAPE, NOW! 
Special martial arts 
training takes
 you from 
being tired 
and turns you 
into an ambition  machine 
in minutes a day. 
Developed
 by Bruce Lee, 
Joel Kune Do is an art that 
combines all aspects of 
street 
fighting
 and 
self-defense
 into the most
 
complete martial arts 
discipline ever developed. 
If you are a beginner 
or a 
skilled
 martial artist. JKD 
can help you achieve your 
physical 
goals within days. 
Classes 
forming  now and 
space 
is 
limited.
 For more 
info on how to 
get started call 
toll -free
 24 hrs. 
1-886420-3013. 
RUMS 
ENGLISH
 EDINNO & TUTORING 
Experienced 
with the needs of 
Foreign Students. 
Credentraled 
Teacher
 & M.A. 
Go To: VAVW.MyEditor.com 
And/Or Cal Jessiza 408/9788034
 
SJSU Alumni & Member
 of SOUL: 
Save Our Unnoreity 
Library. 
AUTO 
FOR
 
91 WHT TOYOTA
 4X4 SRS 57K 
Xlnt cond. New
 clutch & 31 in.
 tires.
 
Great Wereo. Brent
 510490-7253. 
SUZUKI 913 SIDEKICK
 1LX 4X4 
loaded! a/c,
 crs, warranty, more. 
Excellent cond. in/out. 
Silk
 nego. 
140E0924
-52750r
 
(408)873-0373.
 
COMPUTERS  ETC, 
COMPUTER RENAISSANCE 
We buy. sell & trade computers. 
486. Pentium. Mac. & 
Notebooks.  
Refurb'd equipment is warrantied. 
Prompt 
Repair  & Upgrades 
5% Student/Fac Discount w/ID 
5263 Prospect Rd. SJ. between 
tkvy 85 & 28) neer Lawrence
 Espy.
 
408-873-8070 
WORD 
PROCESSING   
ANNA'S 
WORD PROCESSING
 
Term 
papers, thesis, resumes.
 
group projects.etc.
 Typewriter 
for your 
applications
 formed/law
 
school,  etc. 
Tape
 
transcription.
 
Fax  Machine. 
Notary Public.
 
Call
 Anna at 
972-4992.  
Certain advertisements in 
these cokeens may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addresses for 
additional Information. 
Classified readers should 
be 
reminded 
that.  
when
 maklog 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information
 before sending 
money
 for goods or simices. 
In addition, 
readers  should 
carefully Wordlists
 all lime 
offering 
emplopnant  hangs 
orcupons for discount 
wicabons or merdiendise. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR 
NATIONAL  / A(;F:NCY RATES CALI, 408-924-3277 
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & 
spaces  between words. 
LILLILILJL.ILIEJLEJUIJULILILIULLILILIL:LILLILILILILILI
 
M 
Rates: 
minimum 
One  
Two  
Day Days 
'3 
lines  
$5 
$7 
4 1111RS 
$6 $8 
5 
lines Si $9 
6 
lines $8 
$10 
$1 for each
 additional line. 
Three 
Days
 
$9 
$10 
$11 
$12 
Four
 Five 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$14 
After the fifth clay, rate increases by 
Si
 per
 day. 
First hne (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra 
charge. 
Additional words available in bold for
 
$3 each. 
SEMESTER
 RATES 
3 -Dimes: $70  10-14 linet 
$90 
15-19 lines  $110 
Days 
$13
 t 
r!s sue
 
zeroes 
$14 
515 
$16 
Nan). 
AeOress  
Phone 
Send check or money order lo: 
Spartan  Daily Classifieds 
San Jcee 
State University 
San Jose, CA 95192-0149 
 
Classified desk is located in Dwight Banta Hill, Room
 299. 
 
Deadline:  10:00 a.m. two weekdays
 before publication. 
 Al ads are prepaid  
No refunds on canceled ads.
 
 Rates for consecutive  
publications  dates only. 
 QUESTIONS? CALL. (408)924-3277
 
Pleas 
chick 
one 
classification:
 
_Campus Clubs' 
_Rented  Housing 
_Greek 
Messages'  _Shared 
Housing' 
Events' 
Fri Ester 
_Announcement)*
 Services' 
_Lod and
 Faun?' 
_HsallvElesuly"  
_Sporta/Thres' 
For
 Sale' _Insurance
 
S
 For Sale' 
_Entsruinnwir 
_Complers Etc.' _Travel 
_Wanted'
 _Tutoring'  
_Employment
 Ward 
Processing  
__Opportunities  
_ 
Scholaritips
 
 Special 
student  rates
 available
 for these classifications.
 WOO for a3 line 
ad for 3 
days.  Ads must be 
placed in person 
in DBH209, between 10am
 and 2pm. Student ID required. 
**Lost & Found 
ads  are offered 
free, 3 lines for 3 days, 
as
 a 
service
 to the 
campus
 
community.  
PROFESSIONAL Word 
Processing 
Theses. 
Tenn
 Papers. 
Resumes,  
Group 
ProyectS.
 etc.
 All formats,  
specializing  
in
 APA. Tape 
transcription.
 Fax 
machine.  
Experienced,
 dependable, quick 
return. 
Almaden/Branharn
 area. 
Cal Linda (408)
 264-4504. 
*AFFORDABLE  
&EXPERIENCED*  
Graduate 
Studies.  
Thesis.
 Term 
Papers,
 Nursing. Group 
Projects, 
Resumes. All Formats, 
Specializing
 
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/ 
Punctuation/Editing.
 27+ 
yrs Exp. 
PAM'S 
FROFESSIONPL
 NORD PROCESSING,
 
247-2681, 
8amElom.  
REALM
 & BEAUTY 
MEN & 
WOMEN  
PERMANENT
 HAIR REMOVAL.
 
Stop 
shaving,  waxing. 
tweezing  
or using 
chemicals.
 Let us 
permanently  remove 
your
 
unwanted
 hair. Back  Chest
  Lip 
- Bikini  Chin - Tummy etc. 
Students & 
faculty receive 15% 
discount. First appt. 1/2 
paced
 
made before 
12/31/98. 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
 
621 E. 
Campbell  Ave. 
#17,  Oral. 
(408) 379-3600.
 
LOSE 
WEIGHT  NOM 
100%
 natural.
 0-Recommended 
30 Day Money 
back Guarantee! 
FREE SAMPLE
 
CALL  (408) 
749-6717 
ELECTROLYSIS
 
CLINIC  
Unwanted
 hair removed 
forever.  
Specialist.  
Confidential.
 
UYour own
 probe or disposable. 
3355. Bmwood 
Ave.
 San Jose. 
247-7488 
MatANCE
 
AUTO
 
INSURANCE
 
Campus 
Insurance 
Service  
Special 
Student  
Programs 
Serving SJSU 
for 20 years 
'Great  Rates for 
Good  Drhers-
'Good 
Rates  for Non
-Good Drivers'
 
SPECIAL  
DISCOUNTS:  
'Good  
Students'  
'Educators'  
'Engineers"Scienbsts-
CALL  TODAY 
2985270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO HASSLE 
NO
 
OBLIGATION
 
Also open Saturdays
 9-2. 
Nimummmeffla
 
"The 
Power to Turn 
Away From 
Drinking" - see
 this article at 
- 
http://waw.tfccs.com/GV/CSPS-
SENT/Sentinej.98 
.html 
KMMM
 
WRMNO HELP: 
(510)801-9554.  
Highest 
quality  wnfing,editing. 
ghostwriting. 
Essays, application 
statements,  reports. etc. 
Please 
call  Dave Bolick.M.A. 
at
 
(510)601-91554
 
or
 
email hallo klibest.com 
VISA/MasterCard
 accepted. 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUMES.  
Get the yob you want
 now! 
Reasonable prices. 
Call 
408-225-5192
 
POST
 YOUR RESUME 
on 
the 
WEB 
For $35 post 
on 15 Web sites. 
Send resume + 
payment
 to: 
PDM Graphics, 225 
Corning  Ave. 
Milpitas,  CA 95035. 
Send salary
 req. + 
F/T  or 
P/T.
 
Save 
nr.wrey  and 
time!
 
Recruiters call you directly!
 
We accept 
credit  cards. 
STUDENT 
DENTAL  PLAN I 
Only $57.00 per
 year. 
Save 30%
 60% 
on your dental needs. 
For. info call 1-800-663225. 
Daily  
ROSS 
WORD 
ACROSS  
1 Norway's 
capital  
5 Anchor 
9 
Daisy Mae's
 
creator 
13 Jungle charger 
15 Act like a wolf 
16 Flu symptom 
17 
Buffalo  
18 
Witnessed
 
19 Nothing 
more
 
than 
20 
Mineral
 spnng 
21 Capn, 
for  one 
23 First 
game of 
the
 season 
25 Pepsi's nval 
26 
Slim  
27 Word
 with
 the 
opposite 
meaning  
30 
Paving
 
substance 
31 
Impends  
32 Toss 
overboard 
37
 Melody
 
38 
Yawning 
40 Singer McEntire 
41 - 
but:  by no 
means 
43 Coral or poppy 
44 
Pie - mode 
45 Filmmaker
 
Kubnck 
47 
Soft fabric 
50 Scurries 
51 Thin coat 
52 Bogs 
53 Small amount 
58 
StiN-active  
volcano 
57 Fiery 
stone 
59 Luau welcome 
81 Move swiftly,  as 
clouds
 
82 Astronaut 
Armstrong
 
83 Passenger 
84 The one here 
PREVIOUS  PUZZLE SOLVED 
MOM  
OMMUM  
OMMM 
OMOU  
IMMO
 
MODU 
UPWO
 DURO@
 BOUM
 
NMODUMIA
 
UOMMMMO  
MOO 
MOM 
OUUMMUM
 
UMORMUM
 
MOM 
MUM 
NOM 
MMM 
!MU 
DOM 
WOO  
GOMM
 
UMMM
 
FONMODEIM
 
NORINNUO  
OMO 
MOO 
MMUUMNO
 
DONNMWIA  
OHM 
MUUUD  MUM 
MMOM 
UOMMI  OBEIN 
MUM  MUM 
MINN 
C 19QCI
 Unded 
Syntlicals
 
65 Gentlemen 
29 Actor Perkins 
66 Circular 
roof 32 
Notch 
33 Goff 
dubs
 
DOWN
 
34 Peddle 
1 
Spheres  
35 Woodwind 
2 Freighter
 
36 - a not any 
3 
Mona  
38 
Wing parts 
4 Lennon's love 
39 
Tiny fly 
5 Islam follower
 
42 
'Only  Anyels 
6 
S-shaped  
- Wings 
molding 
43 
Kind
 of salad 
7 Bullfight cheer 
45 Turtles. 
homes  
8 
Restore  
46 - Man, 'Oz" 
to an 
earlier  
character  
condition 
47 Ground
-cover 
9 Desert animal 
plant 
10 
Representative
 
48 Boredom 
11 Fruit 
pulp 
49 Main 
roles  
12 
Look closely
 
51 Suit part 
14 
Liver and - 
52 Carnival 
22 Shade of 
blue 
53 Extinct 
bird 
24 Sassy 
54 Throal-cleanng 
25 Hale-Bopp.
 e g 
sound 
28 Pace 
55 Empty 
27 Can province
 
58 
Architect
 
28
 It could
 be 
I.M --
proper! 
60
 Cover 
Mandl  
Milli
 
AMIN
 
MOMEN
 
MEM 
MUM
 
MM. 
MO=  
MOM
 
AM 
dialing
 
dam=
 
MIME
 
MINIM
 
dadOMME
 
MUM  
MOM 
dEMIlddiald
 
dillIMM
 AWE
 
ilIMEMMIIMM
 
MINIM
 
didlIMMEM
 
dad.=  
MIME
 
MIME=  
AIM  
dad
 
&MB 
did=  
&MIME  
JEW
 
AM
 
MEM  
MUM
 
AMIE
 
dINIM
 
...A. Al. AM. 
a 
.scr 
eadiliallekillielileimaiertenresourso,...
 
 
 
(1)111'1[11.1J
 
 
let The 
BASICS  from 
Pacific  
Bell  and see 
what
 your phew 
can
 Is,
 thanks to 
great 
services  like 
Caller  ID, Call Waiting, 
Three -Way Calling 
and  Call 
Forwarding.
 And for just $12.95 a month - The BASICS 
package  will save you 23% 
off the 
regular 
service 
price.  
Se now 
your 
phone 
can keep you well-connected at a price that
 won't leave
 you 
broke.  
To 
hook  up 
with the 
BASICS  and 
your
 chance
 to win The 
Sharper
 hogs 
Getaway
 
Chair*  
equipped for the
 ultimate massage 
call
 
1418-114-5841
 et.41 or order
 online at 
tympacbell.c  
019911
 
Pacific
 
Dell
 
$12 
95 anolies
 to Die
 
Basics  
with 3 
custom
 
calling
 services. A one-tene
 
conniellon
 chipplAegroes
 
lode
 
Pacitie  
Bell 
Vilartileritla
 Caning
 Cord
 is canueasi
 for 
d;icounl  
10 Apply 
Some
 usstiictions
 May Apple and some union Iney MI 
eel all
 callt. 
p1ciripbriente  
/*enable slilwatelY,
 
OlIm 
apolme
 
to 
Pacific
 Bell
 residential 
cusiornert  
only.
 
For 
official  center
 noilla MI 
Viarfitilfie
 
erglfesvb
 site. Cellar ID not amiable 
tor
 all
 
Coils  
ir 
Miihome
 
c,rfle,t 
'repined.
 
Call  Pa, h( Pell
 
for you
 01/0"S. 
PACIF
 
 
